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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUEKQUE. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, OCTOHEK 2, 11)05.
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THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME

WAR WITH TURKEY MAY RESULT

HEALTH CONDITIONS IN CITIES

OVER REFUSAL OF THE PORTE
To Agree in Control of Macedonian

Finances

NUMHER 253

OF NEW ORLEANS AND NEW YORK

by

Yellow Fever Subsiding in Southern

Metropolis,

the Six Proposing

New York Healthier Than Any Other

Powers.

Time In Hundred Years.

KING OF SWEDEN SUBMITS THE NORWAY TREATY

STRIKES IN EUROPE AND AMERICA OCCUR TODAY

Imperial Decree Formally Confers Rank of Count on Witte.
Russian Army Burning Bridges For
Fuel in Manchuria.

Violence at Home and

BRITAIN

GREAT

ALLAYS

ALLIANCE

THE NAVAL

Constantinople, Oct. 2. The porte distinction Is given "in recognition of
in its unyielding attitude re- his services to the throne and father
in
garding the financial control of Mace- land, and for the admirable manner
donia. Replying to the note of Sep- which he discharged the task of highest importance to the state, and as a
tember 26 from the six powers, declaring that their decision to assume the mark of the special favor of the empire."
international control of Macedonia's
finances, is unalterable, the porte re- SEVERE COLD HAS BEGUN
iterates what it regards as the unanIN FAR AWAY MANCHURIA
swerable objections to the scheme.
Godzayadnl, Manchuria, Oct. 2. Se
reached,
been
thus
has
The deadlock
cold weather has set in. Troops
necessitating fresh measures on the vere
are demolishing the fortifications, the
part of the powers.
buildings and military bridges to
fuel, much of which will be nec
KING OSCAR AND CABINET
APPROVES NORWAY TREATY essary until the regiments can be
Stockholm. Oct. 2. A special ses transferred to winter quarters in the
sion of the riksdag, summoned to deal rear.
with the treaty of Karlstad, aasemDiea HOME BUSINESS PICKS UP
w iu
this morning ana usieneu
IN JAPAN OVER ALLIANCE
king's speech, which was read Dy
Tokio, Oct. 2 A sharp ri'se in prices
Christian Lundberg. minister of state.
place touay in ine mcai snare
treaty was submitted in the form took
The
...
with tho cabinet's marKet, wun every indication thatgradually overrecommendations for its ratification, j business activity will
,

T

MONTANA'S GREAT

CASE OF PATRICK IS
AGAIN REOPENED

EST STATE FAIR

Helena, Mont., Oct. 2. The great
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 2. The case
against Albert T. Patrick, the lawyer, est state fair In the history of this
convicted on March 28, 1902, of hav- state opened here today In the most
ing muidered a wealthy man named auspicious manner. The fair has at
W. M. Rice, and who was to be electrocuted on August 7 of this year, was tracted tnousands of visitors from all
reopened before the court of appeals parts ot the state and even from Call
fomia and other western states. The
today.
The crime was committed on sen- fair will last through the week, and

Ycur's no junket for spending the dollars;
Your's to show forth our powvr and might
To queens minus corsets and kings without collars.
And all the far east that we're keeping in sight.
Taffy, you made a joke
Most every time you spoke.
'Hah for an envoy who's never a bore!
Who suys the time was lost?
Who cares about the cost?
Toffy's come home and weighs 15 pounds more!
Stuart Maclean.

Hail to the chief who In triumph advances!
Saw all the sights in the Philippine Isles;
Looked with surprise on the Orient's dances.
Wore on his face most embarrassed of smiles!
Taffy, you took the Jap
Nation right In your lap!
Hear how you're welcomed from mountain to shore;
Hoar patriotic men
Shout, and shout yet again:
Taffy's come home and weighs 15 pounds more!

promises to be unusually Interesting,
During the week the Montana
Pioneers' society will hold Its annual
reunion here. The first meeting of the
pioneers will be held tomorrow, and
Thursday will be pioneers' day at the
fair. It Is expected that more than
500 members of the society will attend.
The races promise to be a particularly interesting feature this year, as
there are six prizes of $1,000 each offered, besides minor prizes. One of
Position Which Hill Took.
the special features will be the conAlbany, N. Y., Oct. 2. In asking test for the Clark cup, owners to drive,
free for all ti otters. The cup Is a
the court of appeals to grant a
In the case of Albert Patrick, gift of W. A. Clark, Jr., and is valued
condemned to death for the murder of at $500.
millionaire Wm. Marshal Rice,,
California Odd Fellows Meet.
David B. Hill in a brief submitted today lays emphasis upon the
San Diego, Cal., Oct. 2. The annual
fact that Judge Gray, who wrote the state encampment of the Independprevailing opinion against Patrick, ent Order of Odd Fellows opens here
has a son, Harry G. Gray, who is as- today with a reception in honor of
sistant district attorney of New York the visiting delegates, which will be
and participated in the prosecution of given this evening at the lsis theaJoseph
his client. Hill argued that this cir- ter. Past Grand Patriarch
cumstance came within the spirit of Philbrock will preside. The first busithe law providing that no judge shall ness session will be held to morrow
sit in a case in which he is "interest- morning.
ed." Without Gray s vote the court
stood evenly divided.
TO NEW ORLEANS
SECRETARY BONAPARTE
WHETHER OR NOT
TAKES POLITICAL PART
Washington, I). C, Oct. 2. SecretaWashington, D. C, Oct. 2. The
ry Bonaparte has written a letter con-- !
,rninr i ho ft, in naieii now in progress president will go to New Orleans,
in Maryland in which he characterizes , despite the yellow fever epidemic.
as false and ridiculous the stories cir-- He will te in tnat city October .:,
water on a cruiser, ne
ciliated by the democrats as to wnat- returning oyWashington
on his south-groe- s
the republican party would do for ne- will leave
if entrusted with power by the em tour October 18 and arrive here
on his return the last of the month.
voters.

ASSEMBLES FROM WHOLE WORLD

j
j

YOUNG MAN CAPTURED WHO GOT

SECURITIES

ON FORGED CHECK

New York, Oct. 2. Uxked in police trusted employe of Halle
headquarters with his full confession w ho lived with his mother

&

Steiglitz,

in Harlem.

of Capt. John McCauley,
He is about 25 years old. He told the
in posses-io- n
is the young man who by means of a police he committed the theft to show
obWednesday,
forged check, last
bow easily such a scheme could bo
worked. After forging the check he
tained from the National City bank
was
Ho
$U.VJ,uuu.
valued at
sent a passing boy into the bank for
way
to
on
bis
yi sti r lay
the securities and they were brought
to him in the street. He "aid ho imc.iurch.
f
Captain McCauley has secured
mediately mailed $:!oo,ooo worth of
of the stolen securities ami the the securities to Mr. Pearl, of the firm
'

one-hal-

remainder has been located.
The young man, whose name has
not yet been made public, had not
been connected with the bank which
vsus roiibel, nor wilh Pearl & Co.,
svlio bad hypothecated the securities
that were p'mieyied. He was for years
;i transfer clerk in we.l known brokerage linns i"-- Wall street, and was
soon to have been married.
According to his confession he plotted and committed the crime unaided.
He was identified by the stamp maker
who made the stamp with which the
check on which the securities were
obtained fro the l.unk was certified.
'I'iie young man was a law student. He
that it had not been his desire at
any time to commit theft, but he bad
been Impelled to sliow trie fallacy of
the present surface methods of banking.

LATER INFORMATION
SUBSEQUENTLY OBTAINED
New Vork. Oct. 2. The young man
who got $359,000 worth of securities
from the National City bank by means
of a forged chuck, and who was arrested yesterday, is stated at po.ice
to be Hirry A. Leonard, a
bead-quarter- s

to which they belonged, holding out
$59.uuu worth, as the package was too
bulky. The police say only about $5o,- Out) worth of the securities was negotiable and these Leonard held out.

'iv'""';

'V . r

RESUMED TODAY

1

BY THREE TARS ON ALABAMA
ro-cu- e,

which the anchor chain was being
wound, was re. eased.
The anchor
sank in twelve fathoms of water and
Anderson went down with it.
He inanagi i! to free himself, but.
when be arose he struck the bottom
of the ship.
Captain Keeder signalled for full
speed astern and as the Alabama
cleared the sp.n where Anderson had
gono down the form of the sailor appeared on the water. The three sailors p.unged Into the water and by heroic work managed to save the unconscious man.

measure

against

CUBAN

HUBBELL WILL BE TAKEN
TO RATON THIS EVENING

Many Thought to See Similar

Foods

Displayed For Consumptives Drugs and
Appliances Disinfecting Apparatus.

A HEROIC RESCUE OF SEAMAN

which
New York. Oct. 2 A
the officers of the battleship Alabama
declare was one of the most heroic
that has occured In the navy for many
years, was effected by three seamen
of that battleship, off Proviucetown,
.Mass., on Saturday.
The man rescued is Andrew Anderson, a seaman, and the rescuers are
Kdward Wagner, Win. Brannon and
H. V. Anderson.
Andrew Anderson was untangling
the battleship's anchor chains, when
the controller of the drum around

v.

Paris Filled With Distinguished Physicians

Paris, Oct. 2. The International
Tuberculosis Congress was opened
here today with a large attendance of
physician and government representatives from nearly every civilized
country. A special building with a
large hall, for the general meetings
and several small halls for the different sections, has been placed at the
disposal of the congress. The building also contains a number of rooms
fitted up to display drugs, appliances,
hospital equipments, etc., used in the
treatment of tuberculosis patients.
The session this morning was opened
by Dr. Herard, the president of the
congress, who delivered his annual address. He gave an outline of the program of the congress, which will last
until Saturday.
During the session of the congress
there w Wl be seven general meetings,
one each morning. The afternoon will
be devoted to sectional meetings. Dr.
Lanneloque will preside over the pathological-surgical
Dr. Gran-che- r
section;
over that devoted to the preservation and care of adults. There are
a.so sections which will deal with the
scientific, the social, the historic and
the industrial aspect of tuberculosis.
The exhibition which was also op-ened this morning, is highly interesting. There is a display of food products permitted and recommended by
cases.
tuberculosis
physicians in
There are several rooms fitted up like
those in a sanltorium, some destined
for rich patients, others for middle
c asses and still others for the poor.
There are special exhibits of drugs
and pharmaceutical appliances for tuberculosis cases and of house furnishings, such as arm chairs, baths, etc.
Cleansing and disinfecting apparatus
is also shown. One very interesting
section of the exhibit shows two
rooms. One is fitted up hygienically
under the patronage of the Touring
cub, while the other Is fitted with
curtains, carpets, hangings over the
bed, lacking light and air and showing
what should be avoided in the rooms
patients.
intended for tuberculosis
The exhibits will remain on view until
October 29 and will afterwards be
presented to the city of Paris. They
will form the nucleus of a proposed
tubercu.osls museum.

as a precautionary
violence.

CHARGES

PACKERS' TRIAL

THE TUBERCULOSIS CONGRESS

23, 1900,

DEMOCRAT

PRESIDENT NOW
DRIVES IN FROM HOME
New York, Oct. 2. An attempt to
by
assassinate President Palma
drowning has been made. According
to a Havana dispatch to the Herald,
wedges were driven Into bridge over
which Palma passed In his special car
in traveling to and from Havana, they
DEATHS DECREASED AND
BIRTHS ARE NUMEROUS being so. arranged that if the car had
New York, Oct. 2. New York City, struck them at Its usual speed It
according to report of the department would have been thrown Into the waof health, is blessed with the lowest ter.
Palma now drives from home, seven
death rate in more than one hundred
years. The report a.so shows more miles from the city, accompanied by a
persons married and more births re- secret service police.
corded in the last six months than In PLANS FOR BURNING MONK
any previous like period. From JanGIBSON ARE COMPLETE
uary 1 to June HO the death rate diHouston, Texas, Oct. 2. It la ruminished from 22.44 per cent to 19 23 mored that plans have been completed
as compared with the same period to burn "Monk" Gibson at 4 o'clock
last year.
this afternoon on the public square at
Kdna. The negro Is surrounded eight
DISPENSERS OF LIGHT
miles from town In a locality known
LITERAL AND FIGURATIVE as "Devil's pocket," and as soon
aa
St. Paul, Oct. 2. About 200 Job captured will be taken In charge by
printers here are on a strike today be- the relatives of the slaughtered famcause the employers refused to grant ily. It Is generally believed the ofan eight hour day.
ficers will offer no resistance to tho
Derlin, ct. 2. Negotiations between spirit of tho mob.
the electrical companies and their employes who sought higher wages were
Murderer Again Escapes.
Houston, Texas, Oct. 2. The report
broken off today and a goneral strike
Iiaa been ordered for tomorrow. Some late this afternoon from Edna, says:
employers of power and lighting works "Monk" Gibson has again eluded the
went uu a sympathetic strike today. officers and the trail has been lost. A
Half the street cars have stopped. special carload of fresh horses has
Troops have been ordered to Berlin i been sent from Richmond. Texas.

Sep-temlr-

and Patrick was
tenced to death on May 5, 1902.
On July 24, last, Patrick moved a
reargument, upon the ground that important points had been overlooked
by a majority of the court in affirming the judgment of conviction. On
that motion Judge Dennis O'Brien, of
an order
the court of appeals, granted sentence,
staying the execution of the
pending the bearing of the motion for
reargunient.

DENIES

Is so

ob-tai-

:

SECRETARY

New Orleans, Oct. 2. Yellow fever
certainly being wiped out that
the authorities are now confident that
at the close of the month not a vestige
of the disease will remain. The record week ending last Saturday was
the best since August 1, with a total of
183 cases and 23 deaths.

persists

treaty of peace. The new alliance
ENVOY WITTE IS NOW
COUNT OF THE EMPIRE with Great Dritaln has Inspired in
St. Petersburg, Oct. 2. An imperial-' commercial circles a feling of perfect
Hoori.o
issued todav formally an- confidence In the future tranquility of
nouncing the bestowal on M. Witte of the situation, and much activity Is ex- the rank of count, and adds tnat me pectea in an ones oi uusiuess.

of Cuba

Escapes Drowning, Negro is to be
Burned in Texas Town.

ANXIETY

JAPANESE

AbroadPresident Palma

This evening President Dr. Harard
the delegates
in the Hotel Continental. Tomorrow
President Loubet will give a banquet
to the delegates at the Elysee Palace
and on Saturday evening a farewe.l
banquet will be given, at which book0
containing reports of the proceedings
of the congress will be distributed. On
Thursday the delegates will visit the
e
establishments of the Assistance
and Institutions of charity, hygiene and veterinary art. The final
session will be held on Saturday at
the Sorbonne, when the presidents of
the four principal sections will deliver
their annual addresses and the date
and place of the next congress v.
be determined.
The United States Is well represented at the congress by some of the
most distinguished specialists of the
country. The government Is also represented. Among the special exhibits
Is one of the Maryland Association for
the Prevention and Relief of Tuberculosis In conjunction with the state
board of health of Maryland, which
gives a clear Idea of the work done by
the Maryland association.
will give a reception to

Pub-llqu-

.

MORE THAN CENTURY
OF HUMAN LIFE

Course Followed to
That of

Thomas S. Hubbell, who was sent
to Jail a few days ago for contempt of
court, by Judge Ira A. Abbott, will be
taken to Raton on train No. 8 this
As stated In The Citizen
SCHWARZSCHILD
& SULZBERGER evening.
Saturday evening, counsel for Mr.
Hubbell appeared before Chief JusChicago, III., Oct. 2. The trial tice W. J. Mills at Raton on that day
against the packers, corporations and and made argument for a writ of halawyers, Indicted on charges ot com- beas corpus to secure the release ot
bining In restraint of commerce, ac- their client. The writ was issued and
cepting rebates and Interfering with the trip to Raton tonight Is the regovernment witnesses, was taken up sult.
before Judge Humphrey In the United
The counsel for Mr. Hubbell will
States district court today.
appear before the court there at 10
was
with
crowded
The court room
o'clock tomorrow and make arguments
lawyers, officials of various packing to Bhow why the writ should be grantspectators
concerns and disinterested
ed, and Mr. Hubbell released
fiotn
and several hundred persons could not custody. W. B. Chllders. chief counof
room.
admission,
owing
to
gain
lack
sel for Mr. Hubbell, and Attorney A.
Tho action of the officials of tne B. McMllIen, will accompany him to
Packing
Sulzberger
&
Schwarzschlld
tho Gate City and make the argument
company, who pleaded guilty last before Judge Mills.
Sheriff Armljo
aggregating
paid
fines
Thursday and
will have charge of Mr. Ilybbell.
great
Interest and
$25,000, had aroused
Wanted Writ of Prohibition.
led many to expect that other Indicted
It now develops that Mr. Chllders
officials would follow tthe example of
the officials of the Schwarzschlld & who was supposed to bo in Las Cru
Sulzberger company. If fhoy had any ces the first of last week, went to Al- intentions they did not show it today. anrogordo instead, where he appeared
Those who are well Informed do not before Judge Kdward A. Mann, now
expect that there will be any more holding court there, where he demandpleas of guilty. In fact, the district ed a writ of prohibition against Judge
attorney has been practically notified Abbott upon the ground of lack of
that the other Indicted packers and Jurisdiction. This procedure Is quite
nfflelnlft Intenrl to fight every step or nre In the history of the courts of
the government to the very last, and- new Mexico, and is a course where
will seek every delay they can pos- one Judge Is demanded to deny the
' r;ht ot another
Judge of the same
sibly obtain.

2. Mrs. Nellie
New
York,
Oct.
Ryan, of 5u2 Palisade avenue. West
TO HAVE CAUSED
Hoboken, is celebrating her 105th
birthday. She Is still strong and in
A
ROW
good health, has good eyesight, walks
erect and possesses an excellent memory. She owns considerable real es- THE KAISER TOLD M'NARY AND
M'NARY TOLD THE WORLD.
tate and invariably collects her rent
herself. She goes from house to
I
didn't," Said
house and always knows when the 'He's Another!
Bill, When Japan
Kicked,
although
is
due,
she does not
rent
:
"and, Anyhow, It Was a Secret."
keep an account book. Sbo always
loans money on interest and never
Washington, D. C, Oct. 2. Reports
fails to remember when the interest published in American newspapers,
j
is due.
attributing to the kaiser remarks con,
,
Mrs. Ryan, who Is known In Ho- cerning the "yellow peril" at the time
;
Nell,"
as
"Aunt
boken
was bom In he granted a private audience to a
'
i
Tipperary, Ireland, October 2, 1800. party of American congressmen, have
For more than eighty years she lived resulted In a little
row
In the province of Quebec, moving to among
the diplomats ot Japan and
ago
years
two
West Hoboken
to live Germany, and Ijave placed the said
with her niece. She Is very active, congressmen in a more or less uncompipe
an
Inveterate
and
smoker. She fortable light.
has a sister in Chicago who Is 96
The Impression
the kaiser did
years old. Mrs. Ryan says that should make the remarks that
was given by Conspring
she live until next
she Intends gressman Wm. S. McNary, of Massato take out naturalization papers and chusetts, who, with a party of his
become an American citizen.
She colleagues was In Berlin during the
does not like people to know her age, session of the Interparliamentary
80.
look
older
not
and does
than
union.
The kaiser received the party In
Preparing for Church Union.
private audience, it was declared, with Ister made tils protest to Pi ince Yon
Pittsburg,
Pa.. Oct. 2. The Joint the understanding that the conversaHuelow personally, who gave assur-unce- s
composed of representa- tion was to be private. Tho Americommittee
that the kaiser had been mistives of the Congregational, Metho- cans are said to have abused the represented, and denounced the aldist Protestant and l.'nited Breth- Honor which was
conferred upon leged action of the American conren churches met here today In the them.
gressmen aa ''disgraceful."
parlors of the Methodist Protestant
The reports of the kaiser's utterbuilding on Fifth avenue, to corner ances were transmitted to Japan,
Louisville's Horse Show.
regarding the proposition to form a wln're they caused a great deal of
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 2 The annual
union of the three churches named. comment and aroused the lie of the
The Rev. M. I.. Jennings, editor of Japanese government. The Japanese horse show of the Imisville Horse-shothe Pittsburg Methodist Recorder, is minister in Berlin was instrue.cd to
association, opens here today.
the chairman of the committee, which make forma! representations to the The entries ure numerous, and the
government
protesting
also includes the Rev. F. T. Tagg, of German
Halilmore and Bishop W. M. Weekly against such public demonstrations of list of prizes for the various class
J hostility
to Japan. The Japanese miu- - aggregates more than JUS.ooo.
of the L'cilted brethren church.

rank ,to take certain Judicial action.
Judge Mann has not announced his
decision as yet.
Extradition Paper Issued.
Ottawa, Ont., Oct. 2. A warrant
for the extradition of John F. Gaynor
and B. D. Greene was signed by th
minister of Justice today and forwarded to the lieutenant governor of
the province ot Quebec.

FAIR EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE TONIGHT

It
PRESIDENT
GREER RETURNED
TO THE CITY THIS MORNING,
AND DESIRES A MEETING.

t

SEEMS

DIPLOMATIC

t

hair-raisin- g

V
Geo. "
Arnot, vice president; J. B. Hern- don, treasurer; I. K. B. Sellers, V
secretary; W. T. McCreight, D.
A. Macphe: son, P. F. Mi Canna,
(). N. Marron. G. P. Learuard, J. V
H. O'ltielly, M. W. Flournoy. W.
S. Strickler, Simon Stern, F. J.
Houston. M. Nash, R. W. S.
Negus, F. I.. Myers, B. Ruppe,
Joseph Barnctt. Darby A. Day,
Maynard Gunsul, Felix Lester, F.
A. Huhhelt. 11. II. Brlpgs. These
are invited: G. I..' Brooks, superintendent of live stock show;
Dr. J. F. Pearce, superintendent
uu n
W. H. Greer, president;
:

Em-per-

'

"Let's call a meeting of the
executive committee of the fair
association,"
President
said
Greer to The Citizen repiesenta- tive, when approached this morn- lug for news, and
V
Let s thresh this thing over
In the meeting, suggested the reporter.
The president was at that time
reading the criticism of The CiU- zen on the unofficial report of the
late fair Its expenses being con- - '
sideiably greater than its re- celpts, and the president, having
been Informed by the secretary of "
the talk, pro and con by subscrib
ers, was not in his usual good
frame of mind.
He, however, sanctioned the
proposition for a meeting, and
the secretary promptly touched
the telephone wires to each and
every member
them
to appear tonight at 8 o'clock at
the office of tho Surety Invest- ment company. That committee V
consists of the following gentle- - 47

-

!!

of sliced ring.
All those named should attend
this meeting, and discuss the late
fair In all Its phases, after which
a general meeting of the people
of Albuquerque, especially the
subscribers, will bo called, and
new officers elected, and the kind
of fair Albuquerque wants next
year will bo discussed.
Ii has been
suggested by a
number of subscribers that Geo.
Arnot, 1). A. Macpherson an't P.
F.
McCanua be named at tonight's meeting as an auditing
committee, as die subscribers demand that a th rouith investigation b" made, and a full and complete itemized report be issued to
the public as soon as t issiele.
In view of thP various ruiiio s
about the late fair. The Citizen
heartily endorses the aboie suggest inn.
( 1 I ( I
1

ttttt t

t t tt

ALHUQUEKQUE

PAGE TWO
H. J. Farmer, assant with intent to
kill.
John Dunning, A. Crosby, It. I...
Shipley, assault with Intent to murder. Three Indictments.
John Murphy, John Dunning, A.
Crosby, 11. 1.. Shlpl. y. J. .1. Hnl.ney, H.
H UovJ, H. J. Norton, Irwin l'arrill,
riot.
Eslavlo Vigil, obtaining money under false pretenses.
Jcxp IVralta. larceny.
Frank A. Hubbell, emhelemcnt.
George K. Neher, Frank K. Si urges,
Warren Graham, Ike C.raham, Grnlum
Pros.. Joseph Harnett, running gaming tables and gambling without a
license, separate indictment in each
case.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
.
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FALL OF

i

A HORSE

INJURES MAN.
Joe Gardner came to Roswell from
Tils place Kevin miles west of I,ake
Arthur to have his loot treated by
surgeons. The day before he roped
a horse w hile t illing and his own anl
mal was ih. own. falling on his right
foot In such a manner a to mash it
painfully and break the hone In the
great toe. .Mr. (iardnt r Is walking
with the aid of crutches.
MURDERER LITTON 13
STILL AT LARGE.
Up to this time A. II. Litton, who
shot and killed Harry Green at
two weeks auo, is still nt large.
However, It Is rumored that he Is in
hiding somewhere in the country, says
the Hillslioro Advocate. As time
passes, and if reports are true, the
shooting of Green was a cold blooded
murder, and it is also reported that
Litton said after the killing that there
was one or two more men in the vi
cinity that he wantid to get.

nf-te-

n

atomNe

l3.

Bell 15.

GRAND JURY DID
GOOD BUSINESS

List of Indictments Returned
Shows That Members
Were Busy.
WARRANTS

HAVt:

BF.EN

SERVED

The list of indictments returned by
the territorial grand Jury, which pre-

ofii-cer-

sented its report late Saturday afternoon shows that the members of the
Jury were kept birsy during the time
the jury was in session. As was statt
indicted in the report
ments were resumed and three "no
true bills" were found.
The indictments represent offenses
from common assault to murder and
the full list is as folows:
Emelio McClure, two indictments
for murder. McClure is charged with
the brutal double murder at the Rio
Puereo crossing last June.
Bartolo Trujilio and Mercedes Chaves, stealing sheep.
Charles Kelly, larceny.
.William K. Lee, assault with intent
to murder.
Candldo Padilia, stealing cattle.
Margarlto and Juan Jojola, Jose
Chlquito, Juan Abeyta, stealing sheep.
Margarlto and Juan Jojola, Chlquito and Abeyta, assault and battery.
William Moore, larceny.
Kslavio Vigil, assault with intent to
commit murder.
Manual Garcia, alias Manuel
znlllo, stealing sheep.
John S. Munsey, assault with a
deadly weapon.
M. A. Tucker, assault with Intent to
murder.
Feliciano Lucero, assault with Intent to kill.
Karl Ronaido Rowan, forging a railroad pass.
Homer J. Douthitt, embezzlement.
Thomas Melhan, larceny.
Henry McDonald, alias Geo. White,
two indictments for forgery and obtaining money under false pretenses.
William Wagner, of the Albuquerque police force, one Indictment for
embezzlement, one for obtaining money under false pretenses, and one for
fifty-eigh-

Fried-enbloo-

Ja-ra-

LLEWELLYN

"Three Balls."
timate of $2ii,000 a year on his services. Now that he is set down for
life by the stewards it is doubtful if
he could earn $10 a week.
It is as difficult to bring Artful and
Sysonhy together as it 1m to arrange
a meeting between two champion pugilists.
Up to date New York sporting
writers Tiave advanced 2,43tl different
reasons why the Giants will beat the
Athletics in Ihe coming world's, championship series. All of the lnductrlous
thimble riggers are not loitering along
the byways seeking to induce the rural
populace to locate the shell that conceals the eluisve pea; a vociferous
contingent of the gentry are parading
the prowess of the Giants.
What a good thing for narrow columns It Is that Mr. Pappapaheodoroko-ummounttoureotopoulo-

assault.

Claude Doane and Jose Baca, five
Indictments for stealing horses.
Ninl and Lucille, assault with Intent to malm.
Sarah J. Smith, unlawful selling of
Uquor.
R. L. T. Draylington, alias Delling-ton- ,
larceny.
M. A. Tucker, assault with a deadly
weapon.
Roman Lucero y Santillanes, Pedro
Gonzales, Donaclano Gonzales, Hljin-lTruji'ilo, Jose Cebales, Malquiades
Martin, three Indictments for Interfering with voters at an election.
William McCiillan, Impersonating an
officer.
Milton W. Wilcox, obtaining money
under false pretences.
Ed. Hickox, carrying concealed weapon.
Samuel Gordon, carrying concealed
weapon.

o

IS

KEPT

to prepare for the coming October
term of federal court, also to look
after a case in territorial court, a
thing that does not happen often to a
federal prosecutor, says the Roswell
Record.'
The case In question is that of the
Roswell National
bank against the
Taylor-MoorConstruction company.
In this suit, W. M. Reid of the United States geological survey is made
a defendant, and thus the government
is the real defendant in the case. Major Llewellyn Is to look after the government's interests in the case, and
lor once the United States attorney
finds himself working for the defendant in a Chaves county case.
e

ALMOST

SHOT OFF

After a False Start.
"In 1S90 I began to drink coffee.
"At that time I was healfhy and en-- ;
Joyed life. At flist I noticed no bad year.
their guns and Anderson took to the
effects from the indulgence, but ln
Cornell scrubs plowed through the woods. After going a short distance
course of time found that various trou-- j varsity line In practice in a way that he iried to commit suicide by stand'
tiles were coming upon me.
made Coach Warner's blood turn cold. ing the gun on the ground, placing it
"Palpitation of the heart took untn More beef Is needed and fleeter backs.' against his breast and leaning over to
They lire awake in Philadelphia! pull the trigger, lu so doing the gun
Itself sick and nervous headache, kld-- j
ney troubles followed, and eventually! now. Comlskey bus shaken all the is said to have slipped aside, the bulmy stomach became so deranged that thoughts of slumber out of the town let entering his arm. He was brought
to town and is now recovering at the
even a light meal caused mo serious now.
distress.
The St. Louis fans presented Georgei hospital.
"Our physician's prescriptions failed Stone with a solid gold watch when
CASE OF
to help me. and then I dosed myself he was leading the American League ANOTHER
SCREW-WORIN SOCORRO
with patent medicines until I was
A. Baca is the lattst victim
tthoronchly disgusted and hopeless.
tobogganned into the ."no class. Every of Severo
screw-worfly
in this vicinity,
the
"Finally I began to suspect
that time he would go to bat in St. Louis,
Chieftain. Nouny
coffee was the cause of my troubles. and fail to make a hit, some peevish says the Socorro
ago
Mr. Baca took one
I expo: Imented by leaving It off, ex- fan would chirrup "Give us back that three weeks
cept for one small cup for breakfast. watch." Now it's i ven unsafe to ask; of the pestiferous Insects from his
a
nose.
week ago he became
About
This helped some but did not alto-pe- t Stone "What time is it?"
severe pains in his nose
lu r relieve mv distress.
It satis
MeGinnity will be given a good ic.--t afflicted withDr.
Duncan was called,
fied me. however, that I was on the! in hopes of git ting his arm in shape and head.
upon becoming convinced of the
and
right triwk.
championsiiip
lies.
si
for the world's
of the tioublo injected into the
"So I
up tbe old kind of coffee
Hugh Gillis, the oarsman, Is belng cause
patient's nostrils a generous quantity
altogether and begin to use Postum tried for tackle on the Yale eleven.
yxu Coffee, in ten days I found mythe standard remedy, which brought
"It Is a mistake to think the punch of
forth no less than lou screw-wormself greatly Improved,
mv n rves is the only thing In a fight," write
steady, my 7:e;id dear, my kidneys Battling Nelson. "The man who can some of tin in an inch long and an
working be'tcr and l.e't.-rmy hea:t'R only bit liar. I will be worn down by; eighth of an Inch In diameter. About
action rapidly Improving, my appetite tl:o awib; exponent of cleverness In! fifty more have been taken out since.
long before callImproved, and the aUHty to eat h the litis.'. The victory goes to the Mr. Baca waited
hearty meal without subsequent suf fithttr who combines ideverne.-- s and ing assistance that his casi looked
pretty serious for a time, but he is
fering restored to me. And this con-- 'he punch."
now quite comfortable and will doubtditiou remains.
"Leaving off coffee and using Pos-- i
The corner s'one of the new Ger- less be 'himself again in a few days,
turn did this, with no help from drugs, man I .nt tu-- . i' ii church, at the corner to the gieat delight of his large ciras I abandoned tlip use of medicines of Sixth street and Silver avenue, was cle of relatives and friends In Socorro
when I began to use the food coffee."! laid yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock. and vicinity. There have been sevName given by Postum Co., Battle The cert monies drew a largo crowd eral cases of this sort in and about
Creek, Mich.
Socorro in the last few months, but
and were very interest inir. ConstrucThere's a reason.
tion on the new edifice will be rushed while some of them have proved faRead the little book. "'11:0 Boa to; and it Is hope. to complete tbe build- tal they are not very dangerous if ating before winter set, in.
Wcllville," in each pkg.
tended to early.
'
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SATURDAY'S BALL GAMES.
National League.

At Chicago

R

H

K

Chicago
0
3
2
2
6
3
Boston
Batteries Wicker and Kling; Fras- er and ISecdhain.
R
At Pittsburg
Pittsliurg
8
Brooklyn
3
Batteries Case ami Gibson;
and Kltter.

H

K

13
13

2
2

Dental Surgaon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
Doth phones. Appointments made b
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
No. 806 Railroad avenue
Office hour
:S0 a, m. to 12:80 p. m.; 1:80 p. m. to I

p. m. Telephone 43.
y mall.

Appointments

lie-Intyr-

R

K

W.,

i.

.
anhlngton,
I'e elona, lands,
cnpyrtKhta, cavlata, letter pat- enta, trade mark, claim
V

-- AT-LA

2

9

7
12

0

4- -

ALBUQUERQUE, NEV MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

4 4

k

'

1

ARCHITECTS.
American League.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllng-ford- ,
R II E
At Washington
Barnett building,
rooms
5
Washington
8
1
M. Both 'phonee.
N.
Albuquerque,
2
St. Ixuiis
7
2
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
TownsinJ and llayden;
Suthoff and Sugden.
D. F. MACROLLING,
engineering, surveying and
Civil
K H E
Second Game
211 Railroad avenue.
2 drafting.
Washington
13
P
9 11
St. Louis
2
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
Batteries Falkenhurg and Knoll;
Howell and Spencer.
A. L. Morgan.
THE IN'PEPKNDKNT CONTRACTOR
R H hi AND
At Philadelphia
rtfll.DKU Kstlmnti'S cheerfully
4
1 t
Chicago
11
urnlshit : Jnb work millcted. Automatic
1 'phone 721; shop 911 North Second street,
Philadelphia
3 10
Batteries Owen
and
Sullivan; Albuquerque, N. M.
Plank and Sc'hreck.
PHYSICIANS.
K
R ll
At Boston
C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O,
3
2
2
Boston
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
7
3
0
Detroit
Osteo-pathy- .
Batteries Tannehill and Armbrus-ter- ; President New Mexico Board of
successfully
All
diseases
Wlggs, Warner and Drill.
building.
Offllce
Barnett
treated.
Second Game
R H ii Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both teleSnndavs by appointment.
1 phones.
4
8
Boston
1
1
3
Detroit
Ur. J. .. Bronaon.
Homeopathic Physician.
Batteries Harris and Criger; Kit-soWhiting Block.
Room 17.
Disch and Doran.
VETERINARY.
R H E
At New York
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
5
3
10
Cleveland
Veterinary suri;eon and dentist.
2
7
New York
12
cattle and hogs treated by
Clark; Horses,
Batteries Bornhnrd and
the latest, up to date, appioved, sciDerby, Hogg and Kleinow.
entific methods. O'ice at Trimble's
Second Game
R H E stables. Old 'phone. 3: auto., 122.
Cleveland
.... 1 4 0
FALL TERM.

$100,000

4
4

!

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

T
3fi

f

4

--

4 4 4 4 4' 4

V

4--

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

Crom

Office
N. M.

well block. Albu jerque.
jotin H. 8tlngie.
Hulte IS, N. T.
ATTORN
Batteries Brown and Leahy; Ames, Armljo
bull.llng, Albuquerque. N. M.
iMliott, Bresnahan and Clarke.
St. Lou Is
New York

4 4

Montezuma Trust Co.

Albuquerque,

ATTORNKY-AT-LA-

N. M.
bUMlneM

ATTORNEY-AT-LAV-

II

4 4 4 4

fr

LAWYERS.

At Cincinnati
R, w, D. Bryan.
3
7
4
Cincinnati
Albuquerque,
W.
ATTORNEY
Philadelphia
13 22
3 N. U. Office, Flrai isatlnnal Bank build- Batteries VowinMe, Johns, Walker In..
and street; Lusk and Dooin.
E. W. Dobson.
At St. Louis

4 4

fr

Bernard 8. Rodey.

patent.

RUE

x

made

i'rompt attention ftven to Bn
pertHlnlnn to the profeaslon.
Will practice In ai! courts of the terri
tory and before the United Btatea Iar4
E office.
o
Ira M. Bond.
1
32 K atreet, N.
ATTORN

Eason

Sc cond Game
It H
2
Pittsburg
5
Brooklyn
2
9
Batteries Klnsell.i and Gibson;
Beigen ami Kilter.

AND UNSURPA8SED

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N,

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

AND

46-4-

New York

0

4

Clark;

Batteries West and
mann and Kleinow.

Des Moines

Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shortnand, Typewriting, EngE lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Ilickoy

Batteries
Chappelle and Wolfe.
SUNDAY'S

fi
4

Bevllle;

and

BALL GAMES

National League
At St. Louis
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Second Game
:
St. Louis
Brooklyn
At Chicago
Chicago
Philadelphia
Second game
Chicago
Philadelphia
At Cincinnati
Cincinnati
New York

Second tame

ing.
DAY AND

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad avenue.
ASSAYERS.
E
1
CORBET & COLLINS,
0 Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
E
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
1
ASSAYERS.
1
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
E

13

6

R

H

2
1

6

K
3

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

wm. Mcintosh

DEPOSITORY

Asst. Ch.er'
george
arnot

solomon luna

J. C. BALDRIDGE

A. M. BLACKWELL

O. E. CROMWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA

FIRST NATIONAL

FE RAILWAY

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President

Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

0
Put- -

Exhibition Game.
R H
At Pes Moines
7 14
Milwaukee

BUSY THESE DAYS. Cincinnati
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, United New York
States attorney
for New Mexico,
came in last night from Las Cruces FRENCH

HIS OWN ARM
There senis to be two stories about
of Chicago,
isn't playing in one of the big leagues. how Ben Anderson, flunky at GorA new scheme of setting box scores man's camp, shot himself on Wedneswould have to lie devised, or they day, says the Williams News. Both
would have to blue pencil about seven stories agree in that he was under
the influence of liquor, the story as
yards of his name.
Eddie Santry and Pat Kcnneally told by himself being that he lay
will box ten rounds at South Bind, down under a tree to sleep and that
the gun was in some manner disInd., October Sth.
Don Nichols, star half back of thei charged, the bullet from the 3U.3D
Crimson two years ago, will not be! tearing off the muscles of his left arm
able to Join Harvard after all.
His; near the shoulder. The oilier story is
physician has declared him unfit to! that Anderson got bad us the booze
play foot ball again. His shoulder was took effect and took a shot ai one of
badly injured in a scrimmage
last the men. Some of the boys went tor

FOUND RIGHT PATH.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

OR, J. E. KRAFT.

has-bee-

..
Drafta.

2, 1905'

CARDS

DENTISTS.

TOPICS

time, winner take
or part. A more
more attentive sexton 1b needed at the
pugilistic graveyard; too many wraiths
are climbing over the fence.
Young Corhett has gone into activo INUIAN KILLED BY STROKE
training at Mt. Clemens, Mich., in an
OF LIGHTNING.
effort to reduce the impression that
Word comes from the Aroma puehe is a
blo near l.aguna that during a severe
Michigan has the hardest foot ball electrical storm In that vicinity last
schedule in years in Includes games week, lightning struck an Indian wo
with Vanderbilt. Nebraska, Illinois,! man, killing her instantly. Another InChicago and Wisconsin.
dian who was in the room at the time
cup
committee was also hit but escaped serious
The Vanderbilt
r
which threw out the western cars
The death f the squaw has
they hail won places in the eimina-tio- terrified the Indians in the pueblo,
trials is getting a fairly good idea who are very superstitious about
of an umpire's emotions, when he lightning and regard it as the hand of
calls a nome player out on a close the evil spirit.
decision.
"Kid" McCoy has said good bye to CITIZENS APPROVE VERDICT
the prize ring. His big electric sign
IN CONLEY CASE.
at 4mh and Broadway has disappeaied
The verdict of first degree murder
and McCoy Is preparing to lead the In the John Conley case is universimple life. McCoy is 32 years old and sally approved by the citizens of Tres
still in good condition, but his mental Piedras and vicinity, and the general
works tell him there is nothing ele- opinion Is that Conley did not get any
vating in slugging the life out of an- more than he deserved. There are
other fellow, he says, and that's the too many cowardly men in the terrireason Tie's going to cut it out. As a tory carrying guns because they are
matter of fact. Mrs. McCoy is respon- afraid to step outside after dark nnd
sible for the "Kid" sidestepping the who do not hesitate to shoot upon litgame.
tle or no provocation, and then try to
There is no dearth of material at get out of It on a plea of
At one time recently
Pennsylvania.
four foot ball teams were at work on ROSWELL NOW HAS
Franklin field, with candidates on the
RED MEN LODGE.
side line. irMieh a condition never beThe Roswell tribe of Red Men comfore exist":! at the college.
pleted their organization the other
A corps of Chicago cops has again night by choosing the following
swoopfd down on the floating pool
who were Immediately Installed:
room and carried off the cash in tii
Sachem Dr. E. M. Fisher.
sale. One man they booked him as
Senior Sagamore C. A. Emmett.
Smith was arrested.
The bookies
Junior Saizamore L. J. Jolinson.
might try Knaheiishuc'a airship, next,
Prophet It. II. McCune.
as a means of foiling the hard working
Chief of Records W. P. Taylor.
police.
Keeper of Wampum G. A.
Benny Yamrer will resume ring work
next month in a limited '.ound conTrustees Fred J. Beck, for eighteen
test with Willie Spracklin, a Detroit moons, J. A. Gilmore for twelve moons
Yanger was to have and S. P. Johnson for six moons.
featherweight.
met George Dixon, but Dixon's poor
Keeper of the Faith V. M. Heeth.
showing against Murph put him beyond the range of possibility.
DIED SUDDENLY WHILE
Ten days ago Eugene Hlldebrand,
OUT HUNTING
the jockey, could place an earning esLewis A. Bolln. a local Santa Fe
very suddenly the othUASE BALL TERM ILLUSTRATED. detective, died
er afternoon of heart disease while
out hunting on the Sunset Pass road
in company with George H. Keyes
and Mr. Orr, time keeper at the company's office, says the Winslow Mail.
The deceased was 45 years old and
was born in St. James, Phillips county, Missouri. For fifteen years he
was a member of tha Ht. Louis Detective association and two years ago
was put in charge of their branch office in Ixjs Angeles, which position
he resigned to become affiliated with
the Santa Fe's force of detectives. He
leaves a brother and two sisters, who
are living in the east.
The funeral was held here from
Parr's undertaking par.or. Rev. Win.
Wyllie officiating.
a'.l

MONDAY, OCTOBER

JWENAL

Ale-ma-

y by Carrier, 60c per month any place barring Salt Lake at any
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SIGNSWITH
EL PASO BROWNS

Trixy - - Trixy

We sell the famous Trlxy Hose for
boys and girls. There is no other
Hose as good for wear. The price Is
20c V r pair. Other kind, 10c and 15c
the pair. Try a pair and be convinced.
Tloston srhool shoes for boys and
girls, the kind that will stand hrad
knocks.
For Boys, 90c, $1, $1.25, $1.40 and
up to 12.
For Cirls. $1.15, $1.40 and up to $2.
Underwear for boys and girls, 15c
to 35c a gai ment.
I'nlon suits for Glrla, 40c to 50c.

O. S. French, who played first base
for the Mclnlosh Browns during the
past summer and also captained the
team, is now p.aying ball with the El The Cash Buyers' Union
Paso Browns, according to the El
Paso Herald. French left AlbuquerAutomatic 'Phone, 592.
que Immediately after the fair tourna- WM.
122 N. 2d St.
DOLDE, Prop.
ment was over and it is presumed
ho
season
out
will
that
finish the
exxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
with the Texans.
In addition to French, Denny Ford,
of this city, has also Joined the El
$25 California $25
Paso team and the sporting editor of
the Herald has it that "Ripp" Starr
Second Class Colonist Rates
will Join the team before the season
closes.
Sept. 15 to Oct, 3!
Foot Ball Games.
At Cambridge
12
Harvard
Stopovers allowed In Cali0
illiams
fornia. For particulars, call
At Princeton
23
Princeton
on any agent.
Washington and Jefferson
0
H. S. LUTZ,
At Lafayette
Agent.
J. J. BYRXE.
Pun
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.
lleloit
At Tcrre Haute
Hose Polytechnic
..27 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
. . 0
Lasioru Illinois
At Blooniingum, Ind.
WILLING HELPERS
n
Indiana L'uiversiiy
o
Butler
At Columbus
What's the use of a helper If
:s
Ohio I'niversity
he isn't willing? Willingness Is o
Ileidclbcig
an ample mantle which will al- At Iowa City
most cover all the slus of serv- Iowa
....40
lee.
Hut a classified advertise- 0
Monmouth
ment in The Evening Citizen is a
At Minneapolis-Minneap- olis
willing helper that is not only
..33 m ahsoultely competent,
bint also Is
Sluittuck
a willing worker. It works all
At South Bend
the time for you. It Is the best
.40
Notre Dame
nnd most economical publicity In
. I)
North Division High School
S
a the world.
.G5
At Ann Arbor
Jt
Jt

t

The State

National

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000.00
1250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

0
O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDOXALD, Assistant Cashier.
D.

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Hrass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

Auto. 'Phone, 671.

412 W. Railroad Ave.

"OLD RELIABLE"

Colo. 'Phone, 234.

0
8
0
0
0
0

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. C.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

0

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in giv-in- g
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favoiably
with responsible competition.

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
AUTOMATIC

PHONE

711.

ooccooooooo ooooocoooo
TMinvl& of H

.
.

..

Ohio Wesli yan
At Chi. ago
Chii-ag-

I'niveisitty

W a hush, Indiana
At Madison

College

15
0

....

Wisconsin
Northwestern Colli go
At Champaign
Illinois
Knox
At Philadelphia
University of Pennsylvania

GO TO

0
0

foi The Evening Cltiicn

IS
u

At Des Moines

.IS

Pi mi

Ill-Il-

linois

Wesleyan
At Stanford University
Stanford
Willametto Collem
Af Chicago
Kngllhh Pilgrim Team
All Chicago Team

. 0

.12
.

PLAN-

out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."

KILL the COUGH

and

Drake

THE ALBUQUERQUE

ING MILL
When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get

40
0

35

Lehigh
At West Point-W- est
Point
Tufts

At Hloomlngum,
College

t

0

0

CURE

THE

Nearly twice the amount of light for the
same amount of money, under
the new schedule.
See the Light Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.

000CC000OeK 0O0tOOtOtOO00t
a.ii.. uaajim wiMBtiMaai
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
Eavaxmuvia.

LUNCS

Or. King' s
New Discovery
WITH

rONSUMPTION

ObCiij and
OLDS

Pries

60c

.

$1.00

SANTA

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

H

i)

FE, N.

M.

YEAR BEGINS

SEPT. 4, '05

Free Trial.

burest ttud liiiiiiiiini Cure for till

THROAT nr.d LUNO TROUBLES, or BI0NF.1 BACK.

BRO. BOTULPH,

.PRESIDENT

MONDAY, OCTOBER

LliUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

2, 1905.

paclb TKnca i

WHAT TO EAT
0

J.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Is very often a hard question for the
person to solve who Is afflicted with
a weak stomach. Experience lias
taught him to select his food with
great caution or else suffer from attacks of Heartburn, Bloating, Headache, Cramps, Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Vomiting, Costlveness and Biliousness.
Strengthen the digestive organs lyj
taning a flose or Hostette'a stomach
Bittera before meals, and be made well
again. Insist on having

and good furniture are synonymous. While we make
or medium and high grade furniture we also carry
a line of cheap furniture, and are In a position to cater to all
tastes and pocket bonks. We can soil you a cook stove for $7 or
$70; we can sell you a bed for $2 75 or $40; a chair for CO cents
or $25; a rocker for $150 or $30; a dresser for $G or $C5; a table
for $1 or $10; a mattress for $1 or $8. Other articles too numerous to mention, but if you win call around we will take pleasure
In showing you. "GET THE HABIT."
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0

0

OF

Fitfst National Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

D. EMMONS

from the 'Art" piogram of Septera- ber 29:
"Thick as leaves of Valambrosa,
artists are, have been, and will be,
till the end of time, crowding, struggling, elbowing each other on every
round of the ladder of fame, but finding ever abundant room at the top.
"Far, far up, like stars in the vast
behold the
firmament of space
heads of Michael
Phydins, and others, and who
may dare say but in the years to
come, the name of our own St. Gau- than 3,000 pieces of baggage in the dens may
be added to this list of;
baggage room and cars, because of
the rush and inability to handle them.G
h' y h
n
f American
A noticeable feature of the incom-Ar- t
ing travel is that it is not confined to! ..jn II1V
f one has to vlslt
taking advantage of
hose who a
0f Washington's many build-fh- e
,
cheap colonist ra tea. A large pro-- . on
J
recommend the National
portion of the tourists come on first
of fine arts. Mrs. Minnie
class tickets from Chicago, for which museum
they pay nearly double the fare paid Rodev.
of
"Tim growth and development
by the colonists. Stimulation of this
academies In America has been
travel Is attributed to the publicity art
years,
last twenty
given by the railroad to the lower very rapid in the
of which is due to the impetus
rates, many of the travelers thus at- much
given them by William Morris Hunt."
tracted preferring to pay the differMrs. Hittner, on Academies.
ence in fare for the privilege of trav"If my details of the American art
eling in standard sleepers and on lim- school
In Rome leaves anything to be
ited trains.
desired, I refer you to that fountain
that has sprung up In our midst. Seek
EL PASO UNION STATION
DIRECTORS MEET. it, ere its sparkling effervescence exDirectors of the Union station com- hausts Itself. Most intelligent men
pany met to transact business at the and women have already found their
morning, ' way to it. Have no fear! 'The miller
Hotel Sheldon Saturday
Prsident J. E.' Hurley, general mana- never asks, what road did you take?'
but 'Is your corn good?'" Mrs. Ray.
ger of fhe Santa Fe, presiding.
Those present were General Mana
ger Van Vleck of the G. H., General
OFFICIAL MATTERS

AT THE

Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.
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B&ilro&d Topics
traveling freight
agent of the Santa Fe
has been In Las Vegas
pleasure and business,
to his headquarters at

A. L. Grlmshaw,

and passenger
Central, who
on combined
has returned
Santa Fe.

laurel-crowne-

More than 74,000 railroad men are
paid up membeis of the railroad department of the Y. M. C. A., according to a statement submitted at today's session of the railroad Y. M. C.
A. annual convention, says a dispatch
from Detroit, Mich. The membership
increased 12.000 in two years. Holdings to the number of 130 and valued
at more than $2,250,000 are occupied.
The El Paso Herald says: Members
of the llrotherhood of Ixicoinotive Engineers were delightfully entertained
Friday night at Odd Fellows' hall by
tile Women's auxiliary of the Hrotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. The
engineers and their families were
present in full force, and good cheer
abounded. The tables were set with
an abundance of good things. A
pleasant program was given during
the evening, with music and speeches.

em

Marks,

Superintendent

of

the NEW COMPANIES FILE INCORPOR-G- .
ATION PAPERS APPOINTMENT
1
OF POSTMASTERS.
torney Turney of the Santa Fe, Gen-Hurley
Manager
Santa
of
the
eral
Fej Benjamin F. Marris has been
Secretary Stewart of the Union pointed postmaster at Santa Cruz,
, yanta
.
Her-says
sompany,
Paso
El
the
station
county, vice Jacob M.
.
randt, removed. Paul Oske has been
Superintendent Patfon of the Union apl)ilUe(1 postnia.ster at Tusas, Rio
station company, appeared before fhe Arriba
county, vice Mrs. Emma
reported on tne pro- Scliaeffer, resigned.
A circular from the Joint office of directors ana
gress
building.
on
the
Articles of Incorporation Filed.
the Arizona & Colorado, the Cananea,
It was announced at the close of the
Tho fnllouiiiB Arlieles of ineornora- Yaqut River & Pacific, the Maricopa
busibuilding
save
routine
none
that
tioil have bet,n file(, , the offlce of j
& Phoenix & Salt River Valley, the
V. RayuoUls, secretary of the terriGila Valley, Globe & Northern and the ness had been transacted. No appoint
r
tory:
Arizona Eastern railways announces ments were male.
The Mammoth Copper company.
that A. C. Laird having resigned, Chas.
THIS PIG GOT A BATH
The incorporators are O. Hill Howard,
E. Walker is appointed acting secreErnest G. Miller, of El Rito, and C. It.
tary and acting treasurer of these com
i
purof Denver. The objects 'of
panies. He is also appointed
BOAR AT LEWIS 4. Stedman,
MONSTER
company are to operate mining
agent and general storechasing
the
CLARK
DIDN'T property, to buy, sell, locate, lease,
EXPOSITION
keeper, with headquarters at Tucson,
TAKE TO SOAP AND WATER IN bond or otherwise obtain mines, or
effective October 1. 1005.
mining claims or property; to operate
KINDLY SPIRIT.
and develop same for the purpose of
The officers of the three railroads
at the territorial capital, the Santa Fe
Portland, Ore., Oct. 2. The phrase taking out mineral and treating the
the Denver & Rio Grande and the "dirty as a pig," la fast losing popu- - some by smelting and otherwise, and
Santa Fe Central, report that bust
at lnuut amnnir vi.ultnru at tha ln a general way to do a regular min,,
ing business.
The capital stock Is
, nXat.h
ness during the month of September
0..,ulKni,ln
1,250,000
$1,250,000, divided
Into
has been very good and ahead of tliat.
th(J
aml
ar(J
n
cleaned
of the month of September last yea..-- Cim;d f(jr at lhe stock ghow now la shares at $1 each; the term of existMr. "iocum. the Santa Fe city agent progres3 on tne government peniu-seem- s ence is fifty years and the principal
place of business is El Rito, Rio Arto feel exceptionally good atiyUa
.
the gratifying increase of the business!
..mloiis crowd riba county, with Ernest G. Miller
of his road, while Mr. Grlmshaw, of, atcheJ thj operatlon of washlng a named as agent. The number of dithe Santa Fe Central, says that he is pig, and found the sight novel and rectors shall not be less than five nor
satisfied, and Mr. McHrlde of the Den- interesting.
The pig which was the more than nine, 'and those who will
ver & Rio Grande lias no kick
of the company
object of such solicitude was a mon- manage the business
the first year are the Incorporaster boar, which looked like the pic- - for
tors and W. H. Coe and R. J. CrawtnrAd rn oiinHnn ltilla an1
SIX TRAC
"OAD LAN
more than 900 pounds.' The washing ford.
The Lake Valley Stock company.
HA,S B,
was performed by a young man
railroad has aban- - act useJ gcrubbln brusa and
The Incorporators
are Andrew W.
me
Thf p,en?f'lvanla
Idea
a six track line be- - wash,
Casservan, Geo. Wren and John M.
doned
n
poWtier. The boar was
New W.k ,and Philadelphia. fl
,
j
h tQ Crawford, of Rawlins, Wyoming. The
cnUe
The business is heavy enough to war- - holJ fc
WRg fortunate that objects of the company are to buy.
u
and
rant that number of racks but eH this was the case, for he did not take Bell and deal ln horses, cattle, sheep,
gineerlng officials say six tracks would w he BCrubbln in a kiudiy 8oirit. As goats and other live stock; to grow
j
cause endless inconvenience.
raise same for market, and ln
tu
aJ waslling pow. and
There are perhaps more facories on
broaJ b
aud general to do a regular live stock
Pennsylvania
between
the line of the
a lather wUh tha brush business; to do a general real estate
New York and Philadelphia than on;the
animal enorted ln disgust( business, the business of said corporany other peice of road of the
to be carried on In Wyoming,
anJ BUn.ua nervoU3,y ln hls narrow ation
Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona,
wunu.
cage
xucio to
ituKiu in
freight
be
to
shifting
cats
of
much
"Doesn't he like being washed?" a with the principal place of business
done for the factories that a six track young girl who had been watching at Rawlins, Wyoming. The number
Impracticable.
line would be
of directors shall be three and those
the operation asked anxiously.
The way out of the difficulty, en"No, mam; you see he's a pig," the who will manage the business of the
say,
to
take
will
be
gineering officials
washerman answered curtly. "Ilu's company for the first three months
the through freight off the main line got to stand it, though, fur we've are the incorporators.
The capital
and carry it on the low grade freight been feeding hi mfor a long while 6o stock is $100,000 divided Into 1,000
line being built..
shares at $100 each.
that he could win a prize."
The cattle at the exposition also
ONE LEG BADLY COOKED AND
MERCHANT TAILORING
OTHER ONE SCALDED. were groomed with great care, and
ail of them had their horns
E. L. Howell, employed at the San nearly
This operation was accom- UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Rernardino Santa Fe shops. In mak- polished.
use first of sand paper
RAILROAD
ing tests of engines, had a narrow es- plished by the
AVENUE, O. BAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
cape from being cooked alive a couple and then a cloth, until every horn
shone
of
a
the
handle
cane.
like
of days ago. foitunately escaping with
My merchant tailoring shop Is upone loir being rook d and the other
REPORT OF EXtRChES
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avebadly scalded.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Unwell was engaged with an engine
AT W0NAVS CLUB the public. All work guaranteed
test, when something went wrong with
as I have had fifteen years' ex- valve, allowing the steam
the blow-of- t
The last half century of American perience in the business. Suits made
to blow out, scalding hot on his legs,
the right leg being the closer to the Literature, Schnce and Art," is the to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
point where the steam was escaping. plan of work outlined by the Woman's repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
The man was gotten away from the club in their new calendar.
The meeting Friday, September also cleaned and walking skirts made
burning steam as quickly as possible
bin not until bis right leg in qot3 had L';, was marked by a good attendance, to order. Give me a trial,
, , ii eooked to the bone and the other
O. BAMBINI,
and the apparent enthusiasm of tliel
'ally scalded. He is being attended members presages high endeavor,!
collided with earnest work.
Like Finding Money.
to by Doctors Paylis ami Hazelett.
Finding health is like finding money
The program was ;n "Art" one, and
ILLINOIS LETS LINCOLN'S
excellent in every detail.
so think those who are sick. When
PRIVATE CAR BE SOLD.
A t. cause read by Mrs. Rittner, on you have a cough, cold, sore throat, or
dispa'ch
states that:"Art Academies." proved most inter- - chest irritation, better act promptly
A Minneapolis
Tanmas l.owry, president of t lie Mn- - sting.
like W .C. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va.
Ste. Marie
Sault
"eapolis, St. Paul
Mr
Carill..s, ln hor ugual Inimita-an- He says: "I bad a terrible chest troucom-Rapid
Transit
the Twin City
ble ,liamjori K;lV(l a synopsis of the ble, caused by smoke and coal dust on
purchased of George F.ilifo anJ wurk of St- (jaudens.
a ny.
lias
my lungs; but, after finding no relief
me
H.
ot
hnow,
Drake and H.anklln
A ,V()ril pictur
of the "National In other remedies, I was cured by Dr.
III.,
Johet,
of
Lincoln Car association,
Museum of Fine Arts," by Mrs. U. S. King's New Discovery for Consump
lie historie private car used by I'resi-,i- i Rodey," was enjoyed, while a bright tion, Coughs and Colds." Greatest sale
(lin
ing
his
administra- interesting talk by Mrs. Kay, on "The, of any cough or lung medicine in the
nt Lincoln
tion, and which bore his body from Art Academy in Rome," interspe: sed world. At ad druggists; 50 cand $1.00;
111.,
Springfield,
for as it was, with local hits, met with guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
Washington to
in.iiii 'l i e ear will he nresented to hearty applause.
lie Minneapolis park board and will! Deserving of especial mention on
Numerous and Worthless.
lie placed pe.manently in one of the account of information given, was a
Everything Is In the name when It
t
arks
most interesting talk on "The Amer- conies to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. De
mm
ican Academy in Rome," by Mrs. Witt & Co., of Chicago, discovered
TRAIN STOPPED FOR A
Kay.
Some local hits, interspersed, some years ago how to make a salve
WOMAN'S GOODBYE KISS.
from Witch Hazel that Is a specific
with hearty appreciation
southbound Santa Fe met
As the h:
Mrs. Kay
recognized as one of1 for piles. For blind, bleeding, Itching
train was pulling from the Wichita the brightest iswomen
of the club and. and protruding piles, eczema, cuts,
station last Wednesday morning a
bruises and a'.l skin diseases
young ami handsome woman was herA talk Friday was most timely. con-- burns,
was appointed to
' De Witt's Salve has no eiual. This
seen running down the platform at top aider committee
ways and means towards ajhas glvpn rise to numerous worthless
waving a
speed frantically
repetition of "Mrs. Wgs, of the Cab-- counterfeits.
Ask for De Witt's the
while a bage
silk handkerchief,
Patch," was voted, and the. com-- ; genuine. Sold by all druggists.
man stood on the rear platform shout-inwords, taken by the trainmen to mitiee was instructed to confer with
See the window display of the Rio
ladii's in regard to its Grande
mean for them to bring trie train to the Episcopal
Woolen Mills at the Glole
a slop, whereupon the conductor sig- early presentation
s
"
ior uiose j.au wa.K- A noteworthy feature of fhe music
nalled the engineer to slow down. The department
K nniii..
is
Friday
the
afternoon'
woman came up smiling, kissed the
MEN AND WOfVlEN,
man, thanked the conductor and de- voc al drill by that artist, Frank
mnuaKrebs.
his
I'nder
atile
t
-' ment,
iti ti for unnatural
parted. The expressions of tlie trainnV
la I la e)ay
lull :ei:u.. ill. u.
the
department
f
excellent
music
offers
men in reply were lost In the noise of
li r:l
li..
yolce
advantages
in
ofi
culture,
out
t
li
UUk In
urn 4.
the departing train.
ami
Hi luall proportion to the expense incur.r
i,
'i
i i..
ijt.
red.
HOW REDUCED RATES
Mrs. Wilson is press reporter for:
STIMULATE TRAVEL.
1. 1.. i. . '
'
i'
j
One day last week there we:e at the the club.
J It'
r
mi
Following are some apt thoughts
Arcade deiiot In Los Angeles mo'e
.r.u
-; ..u

H...Attorney Hawkins of he East- ern division of the Southwestern, At-,
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Total,

-

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

$1,191,220.39
63,222.60

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

285,030.28

-

-

200,000.00

38,500.00

......

Cash and Exchange,

25, 1005

AUGUST

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts,
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

An-gel-

d

CLOSE OF BUSINESS,

RESOURCES

,,

J. P. Lyng, passenger and ticket
agent of the Santa Fe Central at the
territorial capital, accompanied by
his wife, has gone to Denver. While
there Mr. Lyng will attend to railroad matters and Mrs. Lyng will visit
relatives.

Tin:

2,470,928.21

1,663,015.50

1,340,015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.49

Depository of the

$2,955,958.49

Railway System

A. T. & S. F.
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Evening Citizen Wants!
On

Making a Hit

Cent Per Word for Each fiwirHon

WITH OUR

ids for this colaata mast be la the office before 3 o'clock
booed receive the tame careful atteatkta that I fives to ads bronght to office.

Te lasers proper classifies!!
p. m.

Ads

WANTED.

WANTED Washing and ironing. 315
West Copper avenue
after
Hoy with wheel,
WANTED
school hours. ZUli west saver ave
nue
painters, highest
W A N TED rhree
wages. C. A. Huasnn.
Roomers and uoarders.
WANTED
417 West Silver avenue.
WANTED At once, a competent girl
App:y
for general houseworK.
Keleher avenue.
Any person to distribute
WANTED
our samples; $18.ni weekly, steauy.
Mgr. "Empire" 4 Wells St.. Chicago
WANTEi) A white gentleman cook,
for hotel; good salary; apply at
once to European hotel, Gallup, New
o- -J

Mexico.
WANTED

Uentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Ry Chicago wholesale
WANTED
and mail order house, assistant
manager (man or woman) for this
county and adjoining territory. Salary $20 and expenses paid weekly;
Work
expense money advanced.
No
pleasant; position permanent.
Investment or experience required.
Write at once for full particulars
envelope.
and enclose
Thomas J. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
street. Chicago, 111.
MALE HELP WANTED.
A man to sell tea. coffee,
WANTED
spices, extract, etc., In Albuquerque
and other towns. Liberal commission paid; bond required and wagon
furnished. Write Grand Union Tea
Co., Denver, Colo., 1523 Lawrence
d

Pilsner Boor

FOR SALE Lot and shacks, 920
South Arno, must be sold by Tues
day.
FOR SALE Four room brick house,
city water, screened porches, stable,
chicken house, sliade trees, two
lots, all fenced; $250 in cash,
balance as rent. N. Peach & Co.
real estate dealers, 208 West Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of 160
house, alfalfa, orch8Cies;
ard, all Irilgable; will sell all or
part. I!ox 4t!, city.
furniture,
Handsome
FOR SALE
suitable for residence of four or
five rooms. For particulars, call at
The Citizen offlce.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will
buy $1,000 equity ln a nine room
frame house, in the Highlands, lot
100x142. east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
street in town. This is a bargain.
Address P. O. R. 114. city.

la what w are 4o4na wttfc ovory
one who toots Its cJotletoua flavor and trtrongthonlng quaMtit.
o
Thero la no warm woathor
that can oomparo wttfc
thle rofroahtng tfrink an a worm
day.. It la not only ploosant to
taste, but Is Invigorating mn4
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartos; $2 per caee of
two doaen pints.
&.
bov-erog-

50-fo-

Southwestern Urewcry
Auto. Phone 292.

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

U3TU

on

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low aa $10.00 and as blgb
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goode remain ln your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and aee us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parte of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
street.
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED By Chicago manufacturPRIVATE OFFICES.
person
of trustworthiness
ing house,
Open Evenings.
and somewhat familiar with local
territory as assistant ln branch ofWHERE TO DINE WELL
fice. Salary $18 paid weekly. PerRESTAURANT
SANTA
manent position. No investment reMEALS AT ALL HOURS. Quick
quired.
Previous experience not
Address, time, good service, at reasonable
essential to engaging.
nearest place in
Manager Branches, Corao Block, prices. The
to Santa Fe denot. Open
Chicago.
nipht.
Hair nnri
Bar In connection.
LYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
FOR
style. First
FOirSALE A'fiiie piano, reasonable; POINT OYSTERS ln any opposite
destreet and Silver avenue,
apply at this otnee.
21 meals for $5.
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished. pot. Meal tickets,
No. 410 South Fifth street
Have your floats built and sign work
safe. Apply done
FOR RENT
by Stacy oV Co., the only union
to F. F. Trotter.
sign writers in town. Quler's old
room.
FOR RENT Furnished fiont
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
Inquire 115 South Edith street.
phone, 62.
o
FOlt KENT Two furnished rooms
The Pantatorlum.
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
300 North Broadway.
All clothes called for and delivered.
everything
room,
Nice
RENT
FOR
West Silver avenue. Auto phone
new and pleasant. 415 North Sec 206
721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
ond street.
FOR KENT Furnished rooms by the
WANTED.
week or month at C24 West Tijeras
coming. We want all
Is
Fair week
avenue.
rOK KENT Two large store rooms, kinds of help positions paying good
centrally located. Inquire 312 WeBt salary.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 worn-a- n
Lead avenue,
for general houstwork, 2 chamberFOR KENT Newly furnished front
men to take care of horses,
room; rent reasonable. C35 South maids, 3 teamsters,
swampers, laborlogmen,
street.
Arno
camp work; first-clas- s
etc.,
ers,
for
Foil RENTT"wo large, nicely fur blacksmith, bridgemen, bridge car0
nished front rooms, for house-keepenters, bridge helpers, 1 first-clas- s
Ing. 4"0 North Arno street.
planer, 1 good va,d "'an for i"muer
man "o take are
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, buit-abl- e camp. Flrsi-c'as- s
0
for man and wife. 415 North of stock In dry goods store; boy to
Second street. Bonrd If preferred. run errands and learn dry goods businicely furnished ness. Better positions on record now 0
FOR KENT Two
In than ever offered before.
rooms for light housekeeping.
We are agents for Camp Blrnle re- !
quire of Mrs. .1. C. Martin, C01 North
sort. Call for Information.
Second street.
0
EMPLOYin Park THE SOUTHWESTERN
FOR riEN'T Apartments
AGENCY
MENT
View terrace, eight rooms each;
II Phone 195 Red Upstairs
modern equipment throughout.
110 South SeCOud Street
11. Tllton. room 19, Grant block.
rooms
Two
large
RENT
FOR
stoie
No Unpleasant Effects.
ware house and twelve living rooms,
If you ever took De Witt's Little
purposes,
with
suitable
for hotel
Early Risers for biliousness or constilarge yard In rear and all neces pation you know what pill pleasure Is.
new These famous little pills cleanse the
sary outhouses.
Everything
and modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of liver and" rid the system of all bile
Broadway and Marquette avenue,
without producing unpleasant effects.
Sold by all druggists.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A gentle family driving
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EV- horse, with harness and buggy; or ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
separate. For particulars see Rev.
Subscribe for Th Citizen and get
Sollie. 224 South Walter street.
a first class the news.
FOR SALE
European rcftaurant, furnished, and
REMOVAL.
doing a good business, run ln conWe have removed from 310 West
nection with tlio Victoria hotel. Gold
avenue to 217 West Gold, In the
restaurant In town.
Only IiMip'-uMoney inaki r for right party. Pres- office occupied by the J. M. Moore
ent owner riiut leave for California. Realty company.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
Address, Box 2S. Doming. N. M.
Engine.
Owing to
SALE
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
our iiwer plant we offer for
I have opened a general repair sTiop
power,
fix
12.
sale one
on South Third street, back of WalUuckeye automatic cut- ton's drui; store, and solicit tho trade
off engine, fur $250. Can be seen ln of the city.
L. H. SHOKM AK EIL
operation at our mill. It Is an exnn
rnn
runslnn- - -- cook
fur
Decker
cellent machine. The John
I
with gas the humane way.
coiupauy, PeUn, N. M.
d

Colo. Phone 93

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
ot the World.
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflo Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Toptka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rail-

LOST Small," black piirsb, containing $10 In currency. Finder pleace
return by mall to Menaul school.

Co
Money
Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Ice Company

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICR

way, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNG.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Fit. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt, and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

0
0
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VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS

Albu-auernu- e

JENI.

1,400-poun-

r.knu

J

;.ii'4

t

BtftVi.i-'j-

The best machine In the
world. This is no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and baa
200,000 ln use.
If you
are interested la typewri
ters call or address

1?!

f
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GEO. S, RAMSEY
401 W. R. R. Ave.

General Agent for
New Mexico

..

C. liAXiDRLDGK

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Always
PAPER
stock.
Plaster, Lime. Cement,
Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

AM 3 PAINT
Covers more, looka best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

UU1LDINO

SHERMAN-WILL- I

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine Works 0

f.

MALL, Proprietor
R.
Iron and Rrass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade liars. Rabbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Ruildlngs.
Repair on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Specialty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east, side of railroad track.
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TIRED OF USING KEROSENE?
If yon are, let us know, and we will
bt

pleased to call and explain our
rates for residence lighting.
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SEE THE LIGHT
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GOLD

JEST
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Proprietors
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ROOMS

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. I'inebt aud best iimpoited and Domestic Cigars.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

SOFT IS THE MUSIC AND

IS NEARLY COMPLETED

TENDER THE RING OF IT

Published Dally and Weekly
W. 8. STRICKLER
W. T. McCREIGHT
Business Manager
President
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INSURANCE PROBING

Tlio Insurance Press says: "Let It not be forgotten
of the life Insurance business is going on. Insurance means Insurance. Campaign funds,
hanking transactions these are not Insurance. Is the
investigating committee going to size up insurance companies and insurance men according to their insurance-Bess- ,
or is It not? lKn't forget the insurance part."
There Is no danger that the American people wil.
forget the "insurance part," nor can they lie made to believe that the investigation of tlio graft, extravagance,
excessive salaries, fren.led finance, and general rottenness of management, which the investigation has brought
to public knowledge, is not an Integral and Important pari
of life insurance business as now carried on in New York
City. Hearing on this very point, Allan II. YVI.lett, in the
September number of the Political Science Quarterly,
makes an able and elaborate study of the actual cost of
life Insurance as compared with the premiums really
charged. He concludes:
"Whether we reach our results by an analysis of the
elements of the income of insurance companies and the
relation of each element to the purpose to which it Is
theoretically assigned, or examine directly the gain and
loss account of the insurance companies, the same conclusion is forced upon us, that the premium rates are unnecessarily high. The average experience of twenty-fou- r
companies shows a saving on mortality of over 20 por
cent, an excess of interest earnings of nearly or quite 1
per cent, and a generous profit from lapsed and surrendered policies, while the loading is just sufficient to cover
the cost of carrying on the business. The gain and loss
exhibit indicates that but for the depreciation of securities during the year 1!'3 the insurance operations of that
that year would have brought in to the companies a profit
,
of more than $4i.iM'".Hiit to be returned to the
or added to the surplus. With no improvement in the
methods and practices of insurance companies, a reduction of 20 per cent or 25 per cent in premium rates is possible for a company managed with average care and efficiency, and Is in every way desirable.
"Hut to bring insurance rates down to the present
cost-leve- l
iis only half enough.
The cost itself ought to
be lowered. It is demonstrable that some of the practices
of Insurance companies tend to increase their mortality
loss, that a higher net rate of interest coiiid be secured
on their investments, and that the cost of administration
is often extravagantly high. Improvement in any of these
particulars would materially lower the cost of insurance,
and make possible a further reduction in premium rates,
resulting In a wider utilization of insurance by people of
Email or moderate means."

that an investigation
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FOR WIRELESS

a clever adaptation of the wireless tel graphy
principle Major William R. Wet more, of Allenhi.rsi, i'w
Jersey, a ml.lionaire and one of the oldest nu mln.-rof
the New York Yacht club, is ale to keep himself posted
on stock quotations and ticker news while tiding around
the country on his automobile.
He and Station iiaster Gernet, of Allenhtii st, have invented a transmitter and receiver, by which Major
can learn of the fluctuations of the market at any
time during the day. The transmitter is placed at the
railroad station und message for the major are f. ashed
from it as soon as they are received.
Two rough pieces of board, with cr.pncr wire strung
across them, so that the affair looks like a clumsily
shaped aeolian harp, form the apparatus used by the station master to send the quotations. In the automobile
which Major Wetmore rides ts a receiver that bears a
close resemblance to a telephone receiver, while the instrument to catch the wireless messages is attached underneath the automobile. The invention Is said to be
perfectly satisfactory and is attracting considerable at
tention among brokers and speculators.
Hy

Wet-mor-
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The time when the mine owneis in the Anthracite
region will have to give a definite answer to the demands
of the miners is rapidly approaching, and the situation is
becoming more clearly defined every day, says information from Wilkes Barre. Pa. The statement that President Baer, of the Reading, has declared the demand of
day would not be granted,
the miners for an eight-hou- r
seems to have made no impression upon the miners and
their leaders. One of them said in an interview, Saturday,
that the miners would insist upon the demand for an
eight-hou- r
day. The miners In the soft coal region
eight hours and the work of the miners in the anthracite region is even more difficult and hazardous than
that of the soft coal miners. There was no reason why
the demand for an eight hour day should not be granted
The miners will insist upon that point. They consider it
of far greater Importance than even the recognition of
the union.
only-wor-

IT IS MARCHING ON
H. B. Steward, for many years a resident of Springer,
New Mexico, has now moved to Albuquerque to make his
permanent home. When asked the other day as to what
the people of northern New Mexico thought of Joint statehood, he replied:
"It but illustrates Senator Beveridge'tj speech on 'the
growth of an idea." A year and a half ago when Joint
Btatehood was first mentioned, our people in Colfax county were very much set against it. Today I venture to say
s
of the people are for it, and many of
that
them are for it as a first choice. If ever the question of
Joint statehood is submitted to a vote in northern or rather northeastern New Mexico, it will carry overwhelmingly. There is no mistake about that; anyone can find
that out by talking to the people up there now. The
growth of the idea' has
astonishing up In that
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Santa Fe's General Manager
Declares it as Good as
Any in Southwest.

Soft is the music and tender the ring of It,
Tender and oft as the flow of a stream;
Sweet, you and I to the lilt and swing of it
Float, I and you, down the maze of a dream.

These that around us, vague shapes of humanity,
(.'lose, and depart, anil loom nearer and flee;
What are they all, dear, but shadow and vanity?
Nothing is real but you. dear, and me.

CITY IS THRIVING

SILVER

can see Is the light of the eyes of you;
All I can feel Is your breath on my face;
All I can know is the speechless surprise of you
You and me gliding through aeons of space.
Ail

i

Gattte

1

Life may have struck on some sorrow that shatters it;
Foes may be troubling us, friends prove untrue;
Realms may be rising or falling; what matters it.
Matters it, sweetheart, to me or to you.

1

v

"Wp will he running trains Into the
new Kl Paso union depot within sixty
days," said .1. E. Il'irley, general manager of the Santa K' this morning.
Mr. Ilu.ley returned hero last night
from a trip of inspection over the
Uio Grande division, accompanied by
a party of prominent railroad officials.
He attended a meeting of the El Paso
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union depot association, of which he
Three Dollars is a very popular Hat price these clays. It suits the average Man. While
president. The new depot will be
many Men pay this price for a Hat, tiiey get all sorts of returns for their money When
roady for occupancy by December 1.
Twelve tracks will constitute the passenger yards.
The depot building
Now, In this hour let us count not the cost to us;
alone cost $210.nnn. and the whole cost
Time enough after for grief and regret
reaches near 3iw.non.
You get the best Hat your money can buy anywhere for the price
Now, ere our drearu, dear, be lost to u, lost to us,
These splendid Hats
Mr. Hurley visited the thriving town
Dream we awhile you and I and forget!
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.
of Silver City and found the Silver
City smelter in full operation. Track
Improvements on the Rio Grande diSt
are in nice progress.
vision
WAITERS IN EUROPE AS
W. H. Greer, who accompanied Mr.
Hurley on the southern trip, returnSEEN BY AN AMERICAN
ed to the city last night, accompanied
by Mr. Jastro, Mr. Greer's father-in-law- .
Ames Higgini in Sept. Outlook
They were dropped off at
as Mr. Hurley went south and were
picked up at Deiulng by Mr. Hurley
The
Housewife
Another biped with whom one will have constant on his return.
THE CELEBRATED
left
party
Who takes pride In her bread and
The railroad
for the north
dealings is the waiter. This individual has been describon a special train, running as No. 2
cake making knows the pleasure and
ed somewhere as one who has dropped down in ad parts stub, which left the local depot on No.
satisfaction to be had by the use of
of the world in an attitude of receptivity and with an ap- 2 schedule time. The regular train.
Empress mills flour. She knows her
preciative palm. Usually he may be satisfied with a tip No. 2, was several hours late.
amounting to about
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
of one's bill. In some countries one will find the custom to be to give a lltfle more,
POLICE COURT NEWS
most nutritious and healt'nful, and her
and in others the tips will average much less. In Italy,
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
for example, the average fee for each person Is 20
i
The Monday morning docket of the
and light.
(4 cents).
This is regarded by the waiters as police court was somewhat shy this
Bottled in Bond.
liberal, and one tendering the amount is looked upon as morning, and beyond the ordinary
a gentleman.
On the other hand, curious to relate, drunk there was nothing doing.
M. BERGER
Jose Montano and Elberto Trujillo
should one be betrayed by a good dinner into an attitude
114
West Copper Avenue.
of good will toward mankind in general and allow his who were run in for being drunk and
days
five
disorderly,
e
were
"empr
assessed
Distillers,
$$."mm-mmibenevolence to Induce him to give an excessive tip, the
by the court.
consequence may be somewhat unpleasant. I remember each
FRANKFORT, KY.
John Bruno pleaded guilty to being
witnessing an exhibition caused by this very act. The drunk and disorderly and he was also
?
2
servitor, who had performed his duties quickly and cheer- given five days on the rock pile.
fully, suddenly changed. liaising his two hands toward
Andres Vasquez, who has. been in
MELINI & EAKIN
CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
heaven, he hurst forth into a perfect torrent of. abuse, trouble more or less of late, received
Sole Agents.
HAR- SPRING WAGONS,
varying his highly uncomplimentary remarks with ail the a sentence of ten days In Jail.
2
was accuse
of making insultAlbuquerque, N. M.
NESS and SADDLES, at A
lights and shades of vituperation of which the Italian lanSAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Automatic Phone, 199.
guage is capable. The wrath of all the gods, pagan and ing remarks to woim n as they passed
along the street.
Jr.
tvwf; ;uio.-- t
Everybody welcome to look c
domestic, was called down upon the innocent head of the
re- through our three-floo- r
4
.tnwuuaaMMiuiauL-iwsiuitxi- i
benevolent gentleman. The interesting performance was
ALLIGATOR FARM.
O
pository.
brought suddenly to a close when the gentleman, turnIt is my Intent. on later to have real
OOOCOCXDOOOOOTOOOOOOOCOOO
ing quickly upon the waiter, seized from his outstretched
live alligators on my ranch, after
V
J. KORBER & CO.,
O. DINS DALE
palm the entire c mount ho had given him. and turned have finished cons; ructing quarters
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
n
upon his heel. Immediately the attitude of the waiter for their keeping. I expect to have
Corner 1st SL & Copper Ave. 4
changed, and he humbly followed his former benefactor, them ready by next lair time and feed
dogs
Navajo
pond
on
and
them
the
OO-O-OO
meekly suing for the return of the amount he had receiv- rabbits.
Boarding Horses a Specialty
ed. The explanation of the scene was that the waiter,
In the meantime continue to sell cococco()oncjcxXKXxx)C)Cxxxx
having received so liberal a fee, had seen in his good for- Furniture, Charter Oak Steel Ranges,
tune, still greater possibilities, and had endeavored by Iron Beds, Mattresses, Springs, in fact
everything needed to furnish the
abuse to secure a greater amount.
Movin
Drayin
Shippin'
He says,
home.
forget
Wid exchange new furniture for secFREIGHTS
was
always
ond hand; take second hand cook
kind ot
stoves in part payment.
SOME STORIES WISE
you'll
us
You
once,
SO
have
LIGHT
AND
Will meet anybody's prices.
Stove or Range
Prices right;
call again.
BORRADAILE & CO.
WELL
BAKED.
AND SOME OTHERWISE
117 Gold Avenue.
used makes a
there ain't no gougln'.
Is
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BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

Vas-que-

USE-
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HIGHLAND

LIVER

STABLE
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HIS MOTHER'S BREAD.

But don't
the

J?

NOTICE.

Either Side Would Do.
In an action recently pending In a eouthern court,
wherein an old colored man was suing a white man for
breach of contract, the attorney for the defendant was a
lawyer of high standing at the bar, who felt that it was
somewhat lowering to his dignity to be 'connected In any
manner with a "nigger" case. The colored man's attorney was very busy at his otiice on the day the case was
set for trial, and is the court was behind with the docket,
he told his client to stay In the court room and send for
him when the case was about to bo reached. The old
darkey, after trying in vain to get his bearings, approached the dignified attorney for the defense and, with an
obsequious how. asked:
"Kunuel, can yo' tell me when dat case of ourn s
cumin' up fo' trial?"
"I am not trying your side of that case," rep. led the
lawyer, frigidly.
The pleintiff, somewhat taken aback by the lawyer's
Icy manner, hesitated lor a while and then ventured timidly:
'Sense me, kunnel, but would yo' mind tellin' me
when yo's gwiue to try y" side of date case?" From Law
Noll's.

By

For two days only, choice grade of
potatoes $1.3(1; Boss Patent and Gold
Coin flour $2.90. Joe Vlao, 320 North

First street.

Elsewhere in the columns of this
paper can be found an announcement
of Miss Viola Krenier and Miss Agnes
Stillhorn. These young ladios come
to our city with the best of recommen
dations and are teaching music and
art respective.y in our ptfblic schools.
They have decided to open a studio
in rooms 35 and 36 Barnett block and
will take a few private pupils. Interested parties are invited to call,
o

FOR WM. JENKS
ESMERALDA
HIGH CLASS FRUIT, GREEN
GO TO A. J. MALOY AND JAFFA GROCERY CO.

LA-BE-

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillhorn announces the opening of a
6
studio in rooms
Barnett block.
Miss Krenier is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillhorn Is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils In drawing
35-3-

She Had Not Played.
A western fond father made his daughter mad a
night or two ago, and incidentally held up to view his
lack of knowledge of violin music. His daughter lu a vio- and water colors. Studio hours from
linist. A visitor was in the library aud the father sug- J: 30 to 12, 2 to 4:30.
gested that his daughter play. She w&s willing.
"Mary's been studying in the east," said her father,
What two words mean mosi
"and has Just got home. I haven't heard her play much
myself, yet."
to your grocer? and what do
The girl's mother went to the piano in the next room
and the girl got her violin. For three or four minutes thry mean?
twangings from the two instruments were heard. Then
Schilling's Best; and they
there was a halt. It was there that the fond father made
his mistake.
mr-aa good deal of business
"Now play something simple, Mary," he said. "That
President A li. Stickney, if the Chicago & Great was nice, but it's too classical for me."
without any trouble.
The girl glanced through the door. Her face wore a
Western railroad, is reported by telcgiam from Chicago
look
disgust.
of
as saying: "President Roosevelt really does not know
"I've beeu tuning, father," she said.
what he is driving at in this rale regulation mutter,
which he is advocating so strenuously. He does not understand the question at all. He is floundering around in He Went With the Property.
At 1 a. m. daily a little eldeniy man. gray haired and
the dark. How do I know it? Why, because he has not
,
limps over from the servants' quarters at
suggested any practical remedy for the rate evLs. He is
just playing to the galleries." When President Uooseve't the West worth hotel and begins a round of patrols
sends his message to congress, President Stickney may through corridors and porches, which lasts until breakfast
time. Some linns he slops for a word or two with the
have cause to change his mind.
telegraph operators who are on the dog watch, and often
The big pools in the Wall street stock gambling be sii for a spice in the empty ballroom. He is thu
market, pursue a course quite similar to the gambler night watchman now, but twenty years ago he owned the
in any ordinary western town. When outsiders do not hotel. He bui.t it himself, and what Is now the ballroom
seem lively in play, the knights of the green cloth will was then the dining room.
Of the talented young actiiss
Subsequently he fell upon hard times, ami .viu n th."
play among themselves. So is it in Wall street. Henry
Frank
Jones
bought
up
estate
the hotel and enlarged it,
Clews says that the general public still falling to participate in a large way in the market, the big pools this little old man went with the properly and the good
mark up in a spectacular way the high priced invest- will as night watchman. In the winter ho lives on a little
farm, inland a few miles, which he saved from Hie wreck
ment blocks for tlr; puroos.; of stimulat in.; prices.
And an Kxerllfui Company in
of bis fortune when the smash came.
Portsmouth
It is said that sugar beet pulp, at present prices, is
cheaper and better feed than ground corn, when fed with
alfalfa bay. A beet sugar factory and a creamery natur- Put in a Few More Sheep.
ally go together, and Albuquerque would be an admirable
Senator Clark, of Montana, in his well known habit
location for both, alike because of its home market de- of driving a close bargain, sometimes meets men who are
mand, shipping faci.iiies, abundant water, cheap lands a match for him In keenness. Not long ago he appeared
and chi up labor.
He admired a
ic the studio of in arti.-l- .
scene,
California romance, dramatized
which was still on the easel. Counting about twenty The
I...Unll'c n...... ..1 ....
Many stranger? have been in Iteming the past few sheep, in a quick glance at the picture, the senator Jok- t'. mill III ll'll hll.f
.
I...
iiiiu
itrown A: vu., anil
i.niu,
weeks and tiny are all pleased with our little city, the ingly said: "I'll pay you at the rate of
a sheep for ('.
H. JacU-ou- .
owners of copyright).
fine climate and beautiful bunshine, an.! many remarks tiiat picture."
A glorious love tale set
in idyllic
have been heard from these visitors, who express
The artist, agreed, saying he would put the finishing urenlc environment special music.
in very glowing terms regarding this town and touches on at once and send the picture as soon as fin
surrounding country, and predict a gnat future for ished.
Lk'uilng.
Ik mlng Headlight.
These finishing brush strokes were (lie deftest kind
of touches, for In them ho scattered sheep all along a
President Paul Morton of the Equitable Life Assur- winding road. When the great copper king saw the pic
ance .Society, gave out the statement that the society ture again and the bill that came with It, ho grinned his
Seats on Sale at Matson's
will likely take lis funds fro mbanks and loan them on approval and wrote a check many times larger than ho
Tuesday, October 3.
mortgages.
had expected to write. New York World.
-- X

Well,

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOCOOO
O. F. PLATT,

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
fine
Portieres,
clothe a specialty.
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-drl- x
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,

296-2- .
COCXXXXXXXXDOCXDOCOOCOCOOO

difference.

there is a knack
in making it,

His mother used
a Charter Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

BORRADAILE & CO.. H? Cold Ave.

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

Time, Labor
and Money

Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, in the car.
SPRINGS

JEMEZ HOT

STAGE LINE

The saving of Mms means comfort.
The saving of tabor means east. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
13. BLOCK, Proprietor,
Perea, N. M.
P. LOMMORI

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In dursbiHty t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new

& MATTEUCCi
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Dealers in

nine-tenth-

line.

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Groceries, Flour, Hay
Grain and the Best
of Meats

Old stoves taken

N

THE McBRAIN

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ays.

bt-e-

n

x-x-x

ELKS' THEATER

grizzle-bearded-

Wednesday,

OCTOBER

Virginia Calhoun

0 AiVIONA
I

them-Reive-

I
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. i
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$1,
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75c and 50c

IMPORTED GOODS

A

SPECIALTY

Call ot C24 West Tijeras Road.
Auto, 'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276.

M,

J

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Hroadway, Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

Moving

the Sick or

Injured.
or Night.

Tronipt

Seilve

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

Colo. I'hone, 75.

Day

Nice Line
Tailor-- t
Made and High Price Overcoats, for
A

Sale Cheap, at

ROSENFIELD, the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest

AMBULANCE
For

OOOOOSXSJ0OOO
ooooocxooo
of Unredeemed

Automatic,

118 RAILROAD

MAIM

Pawn-Brokin-

YOU

severad his connection with the under
signed. All outstanding company accounts will be collected and paid by the
AI.r.L'QUKHQUB

CARRIAGE

CO.,

Successors to Ortiz & Co.
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
gas range.
COET2

S

PICALILLI AT
u

M

ALOY'S

in

AVENUE

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

CC000X)0000 000000000CS

147

NOTICE.
To Whom it May Concern: Tills is
to certify that Mr. Antonio Ortiz has

z

TRUST"

Establishment

CARRIAGE

Best for Children.
Mothers, be careful of the health of
your children. Look out for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
them In time One Minute Cough
Cure Is the best remedy. Harmless
Contains no opiates.
and pleasant.
Sold by a:i druggists.
"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
oetter cook with. tafe gas.

CAN

TRIMMING
PAIRING

AND

RE-

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.
HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

Cor.

First Street and Tijeras

Road

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

The St. Elmo

CO.

FW wlM
Wlnas.Brandles.Et:,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Railroad Arefle

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

-

r:
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"
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TRACTION COMPANY

CORRALLES BRIDGE

ARRESTED FOR

WILL BE SUED

IS IN BERNALILLO

-

ST0C

Decision of Surveyor Means Duran's Attorney Will Ask Santa Fe Ticket Clerk Denies
Guilt and Will Fight
$5,000 For Death
More Trouble for County
the Case.
of Wife.
Commissioners.
APPROVED

BILLS AND BONDS ARfc

More trouble for the board of
of Bernalillo county

,

COMPANY

what the decision of County Surveyor
the
Don J. Hankin means regarding
question of which county owns the
VOrrallea bridge. Mr. Hankin was instructed by the board nt Its last meeting, to make a survey and ascertain
In which county this bridge was lo
cated. Although he has not submitted a written report of his findings to
the boa; d of commissioners, Chairman
Arthur (irunsfeld and Member Manuel Springer report that he has Informed them that the bridge is situated in Bernalillo county.
This settles a question that has been
more or less threshed out for many
months. It seems that the commissioners have another bildge on their
hands that is going to prove both
costly and troublesome. The bridge
,at present Is in bail condition, the
'result of the Bpring and summer floods
and It will require a considerable outlay to put it in shape so that it cart
be used for trawl.
Board Transacts Minor Business.
The board met In regular monthly
session at the court house this morn
ing and attended to considerable routine business. The bonds of a dumber of road supervisors were approve
and the board also passed upon the
usual number of bills.
Several persons who were cited to
fppear before the boaid to show
cause, why they should not be fined
for violating the rules about fast
driving on the Barelns bridge, were
given a hearing. The parties had
been reported by the bridge watchman. They were given av severe lecture and warning, and the next time
the boaid will not be so lenient, but
will impose a fine upon them.
It is expected that the board will
complete its sessions late this afternoon.

CAUSE OF RED MAN

"Unmona," which was the opening
yil at the Elks' opera house, put on
he.e for the first time on Saturday
evening, deals with the cause of the
poor red man, and is Very appropriate
for the people of the west. It deals
with the Indian in his home life and
the matter of the heart, and it strikes
with bare facts at the merciless manner in which Tie has been driven from
his birthright lands, hither and
thither, by the pale face. It portrays
him happy, sorrowful, ill and mad.
Hideously mad. the result of the evergrowing oppression
of civilization.
There Is a tragedy, and scenes that
cause one to shudder. A real Mexi
can fandango lends some levity to the
heaviness of the play, and a Tennes
..see woman character lessens some of
' the tragic sentiment which prevails In
most every line, but withal It ls'aperformance of deep melodrama.
AlthougTi twenty-onpeople appear
In the cast, the lines belong to but
three people, "Uamona, "Alesandro
and "Don Felipe," and they are admirably taken, though many of the relations brought out are extremely difficult.
Miss Virginia Calhoun, Walter Shannon and It. A. Elliott filled these characters respectively.

The above is the finding of the coroner's Inquest over the remains of Josefita Duran de Lucero, of Duranes,
who was killed in a street cur accident Saturday afternoon at the corner
of Railroad avenue and Tenth street,
and it does not exonerate the Traction
company, as stated In the Morning
Journal. The coroner's Jury was sworn
In yesterday morning at the undertaking parlors of A. Borders, on West
Gold avenue, and after viewing the
remains adjourned until 3 o'clock in
the afternoon, when testimony of witnesses of the accident was heard at
the city building.
In exhibiting the corpse Undertaker
Borders explained the nature of the
Injuries, and what probably caused
He said that the face was
death.
lacerated In several
bruised and
places, and this was very evident, and
that the collarbone was broken and
the chest, crushed. This portion of the
remains bore heavy broad bandages.
The left foot was also bruished and
badly swollen.
How Accident Occurred.
Fully a dozen people saw more or
less of the accident. Chief of Police
McMiliin and City Clerk Lee were
among the prominent people on the
car, which caused the catastrophe,
but the doctors, who attended the woman the hour she lived, the conductor
and niotorman, Superintendent Chadbourne, of the Traction company, and
the husband of the deceased woman,
were among the witnesses. The husband was probably the most damaging
witness to himself, and M. O.
was probably the most damaging witness for the Traction company.
Mr. Lucero said that he caw the car
coming quite a ways off and thought
in
that he could get across the track
front of it. The car conductor testified that Poran was standing up in
the buggy whipping his horses, when
the car struck the buggy. This Duran
denied on the witness stand, but he
had not entirely recovered from the
sho-of the accident and the loss of
his wife and it is doubtful if his testimony at the inquest will be accepted
before a Jury lu event the case comes
to trial, which Is very probable.
M. O. Chadbourne. testified as to the
instructions given conductors and
by the company. He said that
the speed limit of a sixteen ton car,
such as those In use in Albuquerque,
miles per hour.
was about twenty-fivNo. 2 he said was the slowest car of
the four in use by the Traction company and would not run faster than
twenty-twmiles per hour. The
are instructed to run at full
speed between Fifth street and Old
Town, and at half speed through the
business poition of the city.
miles
A car going at twenty-fivan hour can not be brought to a stand
still under sixty feet, according to the
testimony of Mr. Chadbourne, and the
car which struck Duran's buggy hade
probably been going at about twenty-flmiles an hour when the niotorman
to
first perceived that Duran intended on
cross the track. The passengers
the car say that the brakes were so
forcibly applied just prior to the accident thr.t it jolted like It was running
over small stones on the track.
Motomian Van- said that he saw
Duran drive out of Barelas road on
the Fouth side of Railroad avenue
quite a distance in front of him. and
began ringing the gong, but he did not
atthink for a moment that he would aptempt to cross. When this became
parent he immediately reversed the
car. The momentum of the car was o
great that it was carried past the
crossing. Passengers on the car verified the testimony of Motorman Parr
in the matter of reversing the car.
Woman Was Dragged."
Lou Sehoenecke-- , a bartender who
was on the car, pave probably the
most accurate account of the tragedy.
He said that he saw Duran driving
toward the track and stood up when
he saw that the car was going to
strike the tuggy. The vehicle was
tilted up and the man and woman fell
from it together. The buggy did not
turn clear over, hut soon righted itself
The
and the horses started to run.
woman's tliawl became caught on the
was dragged probably
buggy and
twenty yards to a point a few feet
north of the Tomb, street crossing.
Her husband was by her side In a moment i nd holding her bead. She was
conscious and in great rain. An ambulance conveyed the injured woman
where she
to th- Sisters'
succumbed to her injuries an hour tue acciilet t. The car was stop-pe.- ubout forty feet past where it
the buggy.
Would Settle for $30.
Dr J. 1 Iarce am tided the dving
woman at the hospital, and Dr. I.. O.
Dr.
Noi'mu examined her wounds
I'e.r.-csaid that the immediate cause
of her death was the shock of the
e and an internal hemorrhage.
This resulted from her crushed chest.
Se died in irioat bain.
While tie jury was considf ring the
evideiicj there was considerable speculation as to what the verdict would
be.
Attorney A. 11. McMi.len and
L. V. Chaves had assisted the court in
securing the evidence, the former looking after the interests of the corporation and Mr. Chaves appearing for
e

niot-orme- n

o

e

It will be pleasant news to theater
goers to learn that Manager Mat sou
has arranged for a return engagement
of "Itamona" at the Elks' theater next
Wednesday for one night. The suc
cess of Helen Hunt Jackson s romantic story of early California was
so pronounced last Saturday night that
the demand for a return engagement
was natural. Manager Matson was
fortunate in securing the company
for a second visit, and those who did
not see the delightful performance
last Saturday should not miss the opportunity next Wednesday night.

52,000 PEOPLE
FAIR WEEK

ESTIMATE SHOW3 THAT FULLY
FORTY THOUSAND PEOPLE ATTENDED TWENTY FIFTH TERRITORIAL FAIR.
Superintendent M. O. Chadbourne.
of the Albuquerque Traction company,
announced yesterday that the Albuquerque street railway handled 52.5(h)
people during fair week. This number
of fares at 5 cmts each amounts to
$2,(125, which is not a bud showing for
lour ears. This hows that a large
lumber of people al ended the sports
When compared
at Traction park.
with an ordinary six days' business of
S.Oiiii fares and deducting several thousand fares for the ordinary increase
of business during fair week and the
largf number of people who walked
and went to the grounds in vehicles, it
shows that at least PUnni people traveled to Traction park during the six
days of the fair.
I.as Vegas made the brag thai K.hihi
peop.e passed the gales of Callinas
park during the Northern New Mexico
of the
lair, which Is just
number of peop.e who '.aveled to
action ' park during llu t rritorial
fair. Yet the perturbed l.fs Veens Optic says tlKit the Albuque que fair was
a failure.
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THE RETURN OF "RAMONA'

DURING

EXONERATED

Chad-bourn-

e

HANDLED

NOT

"Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo.
"We, the undersigned, justice of the
peace and jury, sitting as an inquest
held on the remains of Josefita Duran
de Lucero, who died in precinct 12,
Bernalillo, county, on the 30th day
of September, 1905, find that deceased
came to her death from being thrown
from and run over by her wagon as
result of collision with car No. 2, of
the Albuquerque Traction company
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
Tenth street. Signed A. J. Crawford,
J. P.; Walter D. Jones, Henry Auge,
Thomas H. Kent, A. J. Love, D, Grant,
S. D. Sanrierron."

Is

"RAMONA" DEALS WITH

,

IS

-

IN VARIOUS
VOTING OCCURRED
COUNTY
PRECINCTS TODAY-A- LL
ONE WAY IN BERNALILLO.

lu the various precincts of the
county today were held the election
of lnayordomos anJ
ditch comiuis-turners- ,
in precinct 13, Old Albuquerque, there was no opjiosltion to the
present ditch commissioners, John
Mann and Antonio Jose Garcia and
tfusano Luna and Mayordomo Leonardo iluniek aie running
to succeed
themselves,
lu precincts 35 and S
there was also no opposition.
In nrecinr ts 3 and 4 there Is a warm
flint in progress and the voting was
lively from the time the polls opened!
until thev (dosed.

1

ra n.

Clmvis wns
at his office
this morning and state that the company would be sued fur $5,uuo. Ho
also said that his client had been approached at the city building before
the lurv lad vet leturned with the
verdict by srupei inteudent Chadbourne
and that Mr. Cl.albeuiue had offered
Iniriii $!'! as a bjttlement. This am-- i
ount would not buy two new wheels
fur the tuggy to replace those broken
in t.ie accident, let. a''uie pay the
c.v;i, iim s. .Mr. Chadbourne waul
Mi'.

COUNSEL

TROUPE
DON T LIKE LAS VEGAS

STEAKS WERE TOUGH, OPERA
HOUSE WAS DIRTY AND AUDIENCES
SMALL
WERE
AND
CHILLY.
There is a good show at the Casino
this week. Ed Pickard and his com
pany or vaudeville perrormers
Satin day night from Las Ve
gas, where they performed In a dirty-operhouse. The receipts at the Casino last night were about $25, and
t
that Is more than the receipts
during the Meadow City engagement, and it was a very small
crowd that was out last night, too.
Marion Whiting sang about the
three men who went a hunting, but
nothing could they find until they
came to Vegas.
"The Englishman said 'Vegas;' the
Scotchman said 'nay.'
"The Irishman said, 'it's the end oi
the world; let's go the other
way.' "
There was supposed to be a good
time poincr nn nt T.na Vppna inn Tho
liveliest ever yet. Manager Pickard
said that two eggs and a piece ofl
tough steak cost $1.15 per, with black
coffe. But the vaudevillers are back
at the Casino and they gave a good.
show last night, excepting Itichara-son- ,
who is very poor. He's a burden
to little Miss La Byrd, with whom he
does a song and dance turn. The Ham
ilton sisterB come back to the Casino
with a better front than when they
went away a week ago.
ed

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE

any-nigh-

J

PRICES

The Largest and Best
Assortment in the City
NEW STYLES IN

Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters
LONG

SUITS

COAT

$10.00 to $45.00

stock of assured styles. In
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide range of colors.

THE NEW

$7.50 to $50.00

COATS

Long and medium length coats, the very newest models. In
Broadcloths, Covert Cloths and Kersey Cloth.

SKIRTS

Walking and Dress Skirts

greatest variety; skirts from $2.G0 to $40. No matter
what kind or size you want, we can please you.

In

FURS$5.00 to

$150.00 Each

Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. We would be
pleased to have you call and look over this beautiful line.
Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats
ments and Variety.

Great Assort-

In

Provisions.
Chicago, Oct. 2. Closing prices:
Mav,
S4Vic;
Wheat September,
lfiM:C.

Corn

October,

401c;

December,

Oats
27ssc.
Pork

October,

2"Mc;

December,

43'ic

September,

$12.37.
Lard October,
$8.47.

$14.80;

$7.27;

0

January,

We

January,

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Oct. 2. Cattle Receipts.
2t;.ooO; market
10c higher; beeves,
$3 5 5 (fi fi.75; cows and heifers, $1.40fff
4. 50; stockers
and feeders, $2.30ffi
4.25; Texans, $3.55 4; westerns, $3.10
5?

4.75.

Sfi.000;
Sheep Receipts,
strong;
sheep, $3.75ffi 5.10;

and Winter
signs In

M"Ml

market
lambs,

'II

Closing Stock Quotations.
New York, Oct. 2. Atchison,
preferred, , 105; New York Central,
150'4; Pennsylvania, 144:' 'SdfUthein

V,

per,

70;

pfd., 95'?4

ill

II

llli
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H. S. Boyd and party are guests at FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
the Alvaiado. Mr. Boyd Is a retired
cattleman, residing at 2020 Washing- AOAPiAOATlAriAriAOAOArAriAPlArAD
ton street. San Francisco, and Is now
THE DUKE CITY
on a tour which will carry him around
C
feet
the world. He is Scotch-Irish- .
Tea and Coffee Co.
3, weighs 212 ixititids .and straight as
an arrow. Mr. Boyd is the true type
West Silver Ave.,
A. LAZZAN.
of a westerner, with the college polish.
September 30, 1905.
k Complete Suck
Up to ten years ago the Boyd brand
could be found from the Ilakotas to
cas. Co fTces, Extracts
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Arizona. He spent much time around
Spices and Baking Powders.
Williams. Ariz., and on visiting the
BUTTKR and EGO
ago, he
WANTED Man to work around city Grand Canyon town a atweek
We handle our own brands
finding
none
disappointed
was
much
home. Good position for resionsible
of Butter and can guaranstill holding forth
of the
man. "A.," this office.
tee the freshness and Rood
man
big
with
you
a
see
If
there.
FOll SALE Good horse, buggy and
quality.
All
our highest
on a dun pony,
harness, cheap. 722 South Broad- leather riiling stmts
grade of goods bear our own
Boyd.
why,
Mr.
that's
way.
label and are guaranteed by
FOR SALE Two young canary birds,
us.
EVERY
ON
SAVED
$10
$5
TO
guaranteed singers. Call at No. 5ol
Colo. Phono Black 78
TICKET.
Tijeras avenue.
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
heard to say that pe;s naliy he would PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
lik. to m e the "poor fellow remuner
RAILROAD
114
WEST
ated but of course he wouldn't receive CHEAP.
anything from the corporation."
AVENUE.

OF DISSOLUTION OF
PARTNERSHIP.
The firm of P. Matteuccl & Co., Is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. A. Iazzan will pay all outstanding indebtedness and collect all
amounts due the firm.
P. MATTEUCCI.

.

And also a full line of

0

0

Albert Faber,
Southwestern

305 Railroad Avenge

1 v

v

,'.,'dW:..i

.Vf

7

Electric & Construction Co.

Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Oyrofans."
See them
in European Hotel Res-

?.. i

taurant.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National
Electrical Contractors' Association.
216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

2

000OaC800COtO
H.y

STRONG

Am

Residence

DOROERSf runer!

Dl-ect-

or

Auto

phone, No.

299.

Commercial Club Building.
Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

q

fi-f--

I

LOOK

,fi

y&x&m

Grnf ral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

American Block coal, the beet OallKf
milled. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard oosA
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Ora
Mill woad, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Prions, 44,

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Fairview
Sau'a Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

YARD

choc)-- ,

full of coal that will gladdea
your heart and warm your doom
when Its cold.
Fill your bins torn
next winter now and avoid the msa

A

q

!

WOOD

VEUt

Both Phones

OUR COAL
Is

0

and Emblmer

N. T. Armijo Building.

!

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
rates.

PAL

BLOCK.

18,

Co.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mi xico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Olllce Room 9, WLItlug block. Appointments
made, at Vann's drug
store.

Strong's Sons

i
(

Room

V
T. VANN. O. D.

W.

COSC-S00000CC-

lhe lolorado telephone

President

0.

0

Electrical Pumping Plants

,

8

0

Our prices are the lowest.

coKooox)fX)oeoooc

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

0

1

e

Fine Stationery

i

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

1

O. A. MATSON & CO.

o

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

NOTICE

S.

f

$

-

Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

Special Prices
On the Following

85.

de- -

0

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

United States Steel,
;
Amalgamated Cop-

..con, new

Ml

Offer to supply you with anything

90;

133

milllll

We

$4.40&7.55.

Pacific,

:r the Fall

are showing

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

115.

4SM

A very large and well selected

I

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone,

"jjj

Petticoats

CRUISER CINCINNATI
New York Money Market.
ARRIVES IN SAFETY.
$9
Washington, D. C Oct.
2. The
New York, Oct. 2. Money on call, $12 Refrigerators
navy department today received a firm, at 5 to G per cent; prime mer- $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
$6
cablegram announcing the arrival of cantile paper, 4?f5 per cent. Bar $8 China Tea Sets
, 40c
China Salad Bowls
25c
the cruiser Cincinnati at Moji, and Silver, 61 c.
Decorated
Haviland China, at 20
stating that the vessel would sail for
per cent discount.
St. Louis Wool.
Shangnai. No reference was made to
'
75c
Berry
Glass
25c
Sets
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 2. Wool market
any mishap.
20c
steady: territory and western medi- 35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.25
ums, 28S3nc; fine medium, 222Cc; $1.75 Decorated Lamps
COURT SPENDS DAY
$4.50
Lamps
Decorated
$3.25
fine, 18 20c.
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
EMPANNELING JURY
Egg
50c
Copper.
Steam
40c
Poachers
Lead and
New York. Oct. 2. Lead, firm at $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
The time of the district court was
occupied today with the work of em- $4.854.90; copper, firm, at 116.00.
paneling the petit jury wblch will
Spelter.
hear cases during this term. It Is
2
Spelter,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct.
expected that It will complete Its work steady,
15.80.
by this evening and that the court
will get down to business tomorrow,
KILLING
TIME IN ALBUQUERQUE
and begin the hearing of cases.

0

o.

Visit Out Ready - to - Wear Section

'

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo., Oct. 2. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
2,000; market Bteady; native steers, $4.90(fi5; southern steers,
$2.253.60; southern cows, $1,755
2.75; native cows and heifers, $1.75 (ft)
5.25; stockers
and feeders, $2.50 j?
4.25; bulls, $23.40; calves. $2.50(H
6; western steers, $2.754.60; western cows, $1.755T3.
Sheep Receipts, 6,000; market was
steady; muttons, $4(fi5; lambs, $5.25(Jf
G.75; range wethers,
$4.25(S,5;
fed
ewes, $3.75 4.50.

a

j

COMMISSIONERS ELECTED

WOOL

Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
14ti
Atchison, common
HOI,
Baltimore & Ohio
113'i,
Brooklyn Rapid Transit ....
71
Canadian Pacific
1764
4 (',
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Southern, common....
Colorado Southern, first
Colorado Southern, second
441,
Chicago, Great Western, common 21 !
&.
O
C
684
F,n
File, common
Erie, first
155
Louisville & Nashville
Missouri Pacific
MS'
Metiopolltan
12GU
2 4 '.4
Mexican Central
New York Central
I! Ml 1,4
S6
Norfolk
Reading, common
124
Pennsylvania
, 144i
Rock Island, common
34Vi
Rock Island, pfd
80
Republic Iron & Steel, common. 24
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
!3'4
70 a
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
1S4,4
Southern Railway
37'
Tennessee Coal & Iron
88?s
134
Union Pacific, common
United States Steel, common... 3S
United States Steel, pfd
IO54
23
Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
42'4
93 M,
Western Union
44 4
IT. S. Leather, common
55 "S,
O. & W., common
26 ',4
Greene Copper

CASINO VAUDEVILLE

af-tc-

MAY0RD0M0S AND DITCH

MET At

MONEY

Closing quotations Received by Levy
lli os., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan. Harnett Building.

Guy A. Pierce, who for the past two
months has filled the position of ticket clerk at the local station of the
Santa Ke railway, was arrested yesterday morning upon a warrant sworn
one by Special Officer Ben Williams,
in which he Is charged with embezzling funds belonging to the railway
company to the amount of $235. He
was at once arrested.
Pierce came to Albuquerque from
Kansas City, where he was In the
employ of the same company In the
ticket office at the Union station. So
far as Is known he has heretofore
born a good reputation.
He stoutly
denies that he is guilty of the crime
with which he Is charged and says he
wi.l fight the case. The young man
has engaged tne services of Attorney
Thomas N. Wllkerson, who will de
fend him.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon Attorney
Wllkerson appeared In police court
with his client"' and arranged for his
preliminary hearing. The court set
the hearing for 9:30 o'clock Wednes
day morning. Pierce's bond was fixed
at laOO. He was unable to give It and
was taken to the county jail where he
will he confined until his hearing.
It Is said that Pierce is prominently
connected In Kansas City and that ho
will be able to give bond as soon as he
can communicate with his relatives.

l!e-p.l- al,

one-fift-
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods

MARKETS

THE

EMBEZZLEMENT

201 211 N.

Second St., Both Phones.

Homo Restaurant

American rooking; al.so all Mexl-'can dished a specialty. Short orders. iv
Meals served at all hours. Old Town, '.9
1)
South of court bouse.
NICK FRANCO.

Hit

Isffn'tt

Mclh Mediciime

But much (piality you want when buyinu drucs . An ounce uf mi' li- cine rightly made is worth a bueketful of stuff carelessly compound- ill ttith dnus of uncertain quality.

Our constantly crowing busine.
and goods.

s atte--

B. H. DRIQGS

First St. and (iold Ave.

tho quality of our work

H

A.

CO.

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy

Both Phones.

U

9

f

ALHUQUEKUUE

FAQK MX

MONDAY, OCTOBER

FROM NEW YORK

TOYS WITH THE PEOPLE
WEST RAILIIOAD AVENUE

Not Unworthy of Attention by

Readers of the
Citizen.

TAKES CREDIT OF DIPLOMATIC VICTORY TO H IMSELF ASSUM ES
THAT HE HAS THE ABILITY TO REMAIN AN AUTOCRAT AND
STILL PLEASE THE POPULACE WITH A FORM OF REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT.
St. rctersbuig, Oct. 2. Since the tale stringent measures," said the
czar.
ending of the war In the far cat, the
The dowager empress, who was
Emperor Nicholas lias become a much present, and who had attended the In.1
changed man. The diplomatic victory terview with Mr. VltU here broke in,
saying:
gained by Uussla at the peace confer"H w Is It that you agree with tw
ence has put new heart into him. contradictory oplous. Such a thing Is
Where six months ago the lord of Impossible?"
"I quite agree with you," the czar
Teterhof was a desjiondent. Invertereplied, helplessly. "Hut what can 1
brate being, incapable of action and do?
They know better than I."
"
In despair, he is now energetic, full of
life, and a constant surprise to his
be
now
Such a scene as that would
Peace has made him brave. Impossible. The czar has found himhlmto
self again, and no has renewed his
The czar takes all the credit
aelf for withstanding Japans demands! role of the benigant and nil wise auto-fo- r
an indemnity. While most of his crat. The uprising In the Caucasus
advisers, including M. Wltte. urged ajhas had no effect upon him. "That Is
compromise, and President Roosevelt a small dispute between the Armen-Jolne- d
In the pressure being exerted ians and the Tartars," ho said when
on his majesty, Nicholas stood firm, the news was taken to him. "My
stubborn obstinacy of his, which diers will soon restore order."
Nicholas is giving ell of tils time to
forced the war with Japan, and which
sent the Ilaltic fleet to its destruction,; preparing for the first meeting of the
.
the czar acain b ought into play, and1 new Russian popular assembly. It Is
present
won.
as
he
is
his
hobbv. and
enthus
luck lioinff nt Inst with him. he
iastic over t lie coming parliament as
discovery
over
of
the
Before the peace of Portsmouth the a scientist is
czars irresolution had become a dis- a new clement In the universe; for
ha3
discovDuring
the disorders Czar Nicholas believes he
ease with him.
in Si. I'etersbur, M. Wltte arrived at ered a new principle In government
Szarskoe Selo one afternoon and said thnt it is possible to retain an autocratic rule, and at the same time give
to the emperor:
"There are thousands of students representative lnstlutlons to a nation.
ga'herine in' the streets. It. is lm- - Ilecause, with representative govern- possihlc for us to continue like this. ment, the kaiser can force his own pep
Your majesty must not employ force sonallty on everything political in Geragainst these poor people. You should many, Nicholas thinks he can duplicate the feat in Russia.
grant concessions to them."
When the crash comes and he finds
"I quite agree with you. It Is imgovernment
possible to go on like this. We must that real representative
grant concessions," was the czar's an has been established in Russia, Nich
olas will be as much surprised as he
swer
A he
hour later, the prefect of . was when he found himself engageu
St. Petersburg ariived at the palace, in a war with the mikado. Watching
his autocratic throne being made into
and said:
THIS PORTRAIT OF THE CZAR
"We must call out the Cossacks. It p. rubbish heap, he will probably
to Russia as be did to Japan: OF ALL THE RUSSIAS WAS TAKEN
is impossible to go on like this. We
you
me
AT THE TIME OK. HIS. RECENT
"You do not play fair;
took
must use force."
V ISIT TO UATSCH INA.
"1 quite agree with you. We must by surprise."
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GRAND CHAPTER

new pupils:enter- -

OF

TO BE HELD IN THIS CITY OCTO
BER 20 AND 21 THE PROGRAM
OF MEETING.

the Older of the Eastern Star, has
just issued to the order throughout

;

meeting of the grand chapter, which
will be held in Albuquerque October
20 and 21, following the annual gathering of the Masonic bodies here. The
program follows:
Friday, October 20, 10 a. m.
Opening ce.emonles.
Roll call of grand chapter.
Reception of distinguished guests.
Reception of past grand matrons
and past grand patrons of New Mexico.

AND YELLOW FEVER

Each year, according to custom, the
the normal school are
the old ones. This
year's entertainment occurred last
Friday evening. The new students
assembled in the assembly hall and
later, the old students entered, each
clad in a Japanese costume. Frank
Light delivered the address of wel
come on behalf of the old students,
and Harold Bateman responded on behalf of the new students. This number on the program was followed by
a fan drill, accompanied by a song
from the senior girls. Following this
came a Japanese wedding In pantomime and another drill given by the
juniors, at the conclusion of which all
present adjourned to the gymnasium
building.
The tirst announcement then given
was a series of original games, the
students being divided equally, and
the winning side receiving a barrel of
ginger snaps as a reward for their
hard work. Every one was then
given a half sheet of newspaper, and
asked to tear out an elephant, with
no other aid than their fingers. In
this contest Miss Bessie Barnes received the prize. Another contest fol
lowed, all being asked to draw a map
of Japan from memory. Miss Pearl
Parks won the prize.
Rice and chop sticks were then'l
passed and much amusement followed
the efforts to eat it in Japanese style,
some proving themselves equal to the
task, while others contented themselves In looking on longingly. Tea
and wafers were then served, after
which the merry students adjourned,
all voting the entertainment a most
enjoyable one. Silver City

TO
MUTUAL'S
CONTRIBUTION
THE
PUBLIC
VICKSBURG
HEALTH CAMPAIGN.
Col. J. J. Hayes, chairman of the
Vlcksburg, Miss., Citizens' committee
of Public Health, has written the following letter to Mr. Richard A.
president of The Mutual Life
Insurance company in acknowledgment of a contribution to the fund being raised to fight yellow fever in
Vicksburg and vicinity:
CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Col. J. J. Hayes, Chairman.
S. N. Collier, Esq., Secretary.
Vlcksburg, Miss., Sept. 23, '05.
Mr. Richard A. McCurdy, President of
The Mutual Lifo Insurance Company of New York, New York City.
Dear Sir: Your highly valued favor of the 8th Instant was duly received and In behalf of our committee desire to tender to you our sincere
thanks for your prompt response to
our request for aid.
Your reply was all the more acceptable for the reason that several
other large life insurance companies
declined to aid us, on the grounds
that they did not feel authority to use
the society's funds for such a purpose.
It is hard for us to understand bow
any company can fail to take the
same view of the matter which you
do. Our association is an organization of business men here who are un
dertaking to fight the yellow fever
under the direction of the marine hospital service. It is not a charitable
organization in any sense, but rather
a commercial body, and it seems to us
that no one is more largely interested
than life insurance companies in the
fight we are making; the loss of the
MARIAN TRACY WHITING
smallest policy holder would cost any
life company much more than the
SHE WILL BE MANAGER OF THE subscription fo which we ask. We
THEATRICAL CIR can conceive of no investment that a
TRACTION
ilfe company could make which would
CUIT.
yield such largo returns. While it
might be argued that a life company
Denver Post, September 28.
establish a precedent by conMarion Tracy Whiting, a popular would
young Denver woman, who was elect- tributing to a likiit of this kind at one
place and be, in a measure, obliged to
ed dramatic coach for the Women's respond
to similar requests, wo think
Club of Denver, has been given the
as a business investment, the
position of general manager of the that,
company could do nothing which
Traction circuit, which is owned by
W. H. Greer and D. K. B. Sellers, both would advance its interests and those
of its policy holders so much as to
of Albuquerque, N. M.
to stamping out an cpidoiii
Thi re are five theaters In this c,r contribute
cuit: Albuquerque, N. M.; Las Vegas, ic of yellow fever in every community
N. M.; Santa Fe, N. M.; El Paso, where it has a policy bolder.
We beg again to thank you for your
Tex., and Prescott, Ariz.
Mr. Greer was in Denver a few days letters anj contribution.
We are glad to report that the
auo looking for a site upon which toj
Is making very slow progress hero
build a theater here, and although be
has not yet decided where he will and we have every encouragement to
think that we shall bo able to bold it
locate, he has several sites under
in cnecK by the vigorous measures
ion.
will which are being carried out under the
Mr. Greer and Mrs. Whiting
come to Denver In a short time with directions of the marine hospital ser
wee.
l ours very truiv,
a view to establishing headquarters
J. J. HAYES,
here In order to "try out" theatrical
(From New York Tribune.)
talent before putting them on the cur- -

new students of
entertained by

Mrs. Jessie Miller, grand secretary
of the New Mexico grand chapter of
New Mexico the program for the annual

LIFE INSURANCE

TAIN OLD ONES

EASTERN STAR LODGE

Address of welcome by Miss Edith
Everitt, Adah No. 6.
Response by Mrs. Henrietta Schutz
of Silver No. 3.
Report of committee on credentials.
Election of grand officers.
Appointment of committees.
Afternoon Session, 2 p. m.
Address of grand matron.
Address of grand patron.
Report of grand secretary.
Report of grand treasurer.
Evening Session, 7:30 p. m.
Report of special committees.
Exemplification of ritualistic work.
Saturday, October 21, 9:30 a. m.
Report of standing committees.
Reception of grand representatives
from sister Jurisdictions.
Report of fraternal correspondents.
Letters of greeting.
Afternoon Session, 1:30 p. m.
Appointment of appointive officers.
Installation of grand officers.
Appointment of. standing committee.
Oood of the order.
Closing grand chapter In form.
Evening Session, 8 p. m.
Exemplification of floral work by
Adah No. 5, and emblematic
figures
are formed by the members marching
with lighted candles in the darkened
ball.
Reception and banquet by Adah
chapter, following in the banquet hall.
Closing by song Auld Lang Syne.
Committees.
Jurisprudence
Mrs. Alice Mansard,
Mrs. Jennie Boomer, Mr. Ernest
Brown.
Finance Miss Mamie Howclls, Mrs.
Henrietta Schutz, Mr. R. M. Parsons.
s
Mis. Elizabeth C. T.
Mrs.
Emma Benedict, Brother
Ernest Brown, Brother Charles Spor
leder. Brother W. H. Newcomh.
Credentials Mrs. Emma Benedict.
Mrs. Fannie Collp, Brother
Arthur
Everitt.
Friday, October 20, 9 a, m,
The grand secretary and credentials
committee will be in the Masonic hall
on time and earnestly request all delegates to report ami register before
the opening of the grand chapter.
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WATCH THIS SPACE

"No-nobl-

G R A MDE
SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest

CURE

-

a

and quickest

Una

Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and

from
Colo-

rado Springs, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line east and west. Time aa quick
and ratea a low aa by other lines.

e

EV- -

0

DENVER

PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS,

train.

On all through

No tlreeom

delaya at any station.
For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.t Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

THE DINING

The Best
of Colorado

CAR SERVICE

From the California Limited
Log Book)

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

It la peculiar that all of ns
should compliment tho Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It'a a
habit, and we can't kelp It I
am really ashamed to aay anything further, but I ean't abstain. Tho dining oar service
on the California Limited is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

Colorado Southern
Railway
Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are yo'i Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents In stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt.
Denver, Colo.

SANTA FE IS THE WAY

Got Off Cheap.
He may well think, he has got of 9
cheap, who, after having contracted
constipation or indigestion Is still able
NOTICE.
to perfectly restore his health. Nothi
Mrs. II. R. Yewell has left my bed ing will do this but Dr. King's Newf
and board and abandoned me, and re- Life rills. A quick, pleasant and cer
fuses to return. This, therefore, is tain cure for headache, constipation
to notify all concerned that I will not etc., 25c at ail druggists; guaranteed
be responsible for any debts contracted by my wife, said Mrs. II. R. Yewell,
See the window display of the Rid
Mills at the G;ohd
Grande Woolen
from and after this date.
store, men asu for tnose u.5t) wa.k
II. R. YEWELL.
ing skirts.
September 29, 1905.
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THIRD STREETS

11

New York, Oct. 2. The great carnival wei'k U Coney Island is a tTiing
of the past and the season of that
famous :esort is practically
ended.
was a happy thought of
The
of the various
the (
tit places of
Coney Island
amusi
and was originniiy suggrsted as an
to make up for the losses
attein;
caused by the unfavorable weather;"j
during the past summer. It was a )l
.,
v:
It
II n lot--t nl.1...
vn,l...
volved a large outlay of monev witni)
pombuty or losing everything
should the weather prove unfavoiable
or should the plan fall to appeal to
the puiilic. Probably $3uO,Uuu were
spent in the preparations for the carnival. The first day brought ait enormous crowd to the island and the atfrom
tendance Increased steadily
night to night. The success of the carnival was little short of phenomenal.
Thou. ands of vlsitois came from the
nearby cities and the employes of
help
Coney Island were absolutely
Even a thousand policemen
less.
would not have been able to control
the masses, had they displayed any
tendencv to be unruly and boisterous.
Fortunately that was not the case.
betier natured and better behaved
THE BRAVEST ARE
crowd than that at Coney Island during the carnival week could not be
THE TENDEREST
Everybody seemed
found anywhere.
to be Imbued with the carnival spirit.
The Island chief sat on the sand
Perfect sti angers tickled each other
with minatuere feather dusters and
His fairest wives all near him,
And twenty slave soubrets stood by
threw confetti at each other, but no
body seemed to resist these liberties.
To sing and dance and cheer him.
The victims revenged themselves by
"Bring on the feast, good chef," he
returning the compliment In kind. Of
course, there were a few brawls ana
cried,
cases of drunkenness, but that was to
"Your chief's In finest fettle
be expected. At all events there was
To tackle any dainty bit
not enough of that to mar the pleasThat's in the royal kettle."
ure of the crowds.
The chef brought on the big chief's
The fate of "Old Ironsides," as the
grub
antiquated frigate "Constitution" has
All piping hot and steaming,
been called, still hangs In the balance.
And when its oder struck the air
About a week ago the news was re
The royal face was beaming.
ceived from Boston that the old ship
was filling with water and was bound
king!
sire!
to speedy decay. This bit of news
Good chief." the poor chef
suggested to Mr. James Matthews, a
Brooklyn merchant, the Idea to make
Then shoved his nose deep In the
an effort of saving the historic ship
sand
from the Junk pile, and at the same
And hemmed and hawed and sputtime, do something that would carry
tered.
his fame far beyond the limits of
Greater New York. He sent a telegram
"Speak out, you dog, what's gone
to the Secretary of the Navy, asking
amiss?"
him to consider an offer to buy the
The island monarch thundeted,
'Constitution" through a fund to be
"Hast done the throne some shameraised by Brooklyn school children.
ful wrong
p was the idea of Mr. Matthews to
Or in the cooking blundered?"
purchase the venerable warship, bring
it to Brooklyn and preserve it In some
The scared chef said, "Our best dish,
suitable place for futuie generations.
king
The matter has not yet been decided.
Is soldier boy We've nary
so far as the Navy Department is conA bite, I grieve to say, good sire
cerned, but it is doubtful that Mr.
Of tender missionary."
Matthews will succeed In carrying out
his plan. In the first placo the pa
"Oh, fudge, you chump," the big
tiiotic sosieties of Boston, which have
chief roared,
heretofore paid no partlclular atten
"This dinner will delight me,
tion to the condition of the old frigate,
I much prefer to dine upon.
suddenly have become interested In it,
The gallant lads who fight me.
md intend to r'ay the dog in tlie
manger, nut, even it tne people or
"The soldier boy's the boy for me
Boston should not raise any objection
The fattest or the slenderest.
to the removal of the "Constitution,"
And good chef, let your motto be:
there Is little prospect that the ship
'The bravest are the tenderest.'
will ever be brought to New York
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The Bhjp is in such bad condition that
It would be impossible to tow It to
(H. E. No. 8471.)
this city It would founder before It Department of the Interior, Iand office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
had bocn towtd a block.
1905.
An amusing war Is being waged Just
Notice Is hereby given that the folnow In urooKiyn. For a long time lowing named settler has filed notice
there has been considerable rivalry of his intention to make final proof
between the merchants and shop keep In support of his claim, and that said
ers on the north and those on the proof will
be made before the
south side of Fulton street. For sev- probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
eral months the merchants on the M., on November 4, 190o., viz.: Don
north side have had placards reading. aciano Valencia, for the southwest
This la the Bargain Side, displayed quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
in their windows. The merchants up range 6 east.
on the south side hit upon an Ingeni
He names the following witnesses
ous plan to counteract this claim of to prove his continuous
residence
their rivals. They advertised that upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
every morning between 9 and 10 a. m.,
Jacobo Valencia, of Chilill. N. M.;
tho "Bargain Man" would walk up Jose Mora, of Chilill, N. to.; Alejanand down on the "Bargain Side of dro Ronquillo, of Chilill, N. M.; Adam
Fulton Street," meaning in this case Lopez, of Clllill, N. M.
the south side. He would carry a
MANUEL R. OTERO,
pocketful of silver dollars, and every
Register.
quarter of an hour or half hour he
Notice.
would turn sharply around and present
dollar to the first person he finds United States Land Office, Santa Fe,
N. M., Sept. 27, 1905.
behind him, provided that person was
Notice is hereby given that the folnot a boy. The effect of that announcement was magical. Thousands lowing township plats will be on file
of people thronged the south side of in this office November 13, 1905, viz:
Township 7 north, range 8 east.
the street, while the north side of tne
Township 4 north, range 9 east.
teet was deserted nearly all day.
Township 5 north, range 8 east.
The police reserves had to lie called
upon to prevent the crowd from mob
On and after above date we will be
bing the "Bargain Man.'
It is ex ready to receive applications for enpectcd that the merchants on the tries In said townships.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
oilier side will send out a man who
FRED MULLKR. Receiver.
will give away $5 bills.

Are You Engaged?
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
Engaged people should remember, ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
many
quarrels
marriage,
that, after
can be avoided, by keeping their digestions In good condition with Electric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Bennetts-vl:ie- ,
S. C, says:
"For years my wife ft)
suffered Intensely from dyspepsia,
PRELIMINARY HEARING
complicated with a torpid liver, until
Cllit
RESULTED IN DISCHARGE.
she lost her strength and vigor, and
Mr. O eer wag very much pleased lVTpVTT'
A
C
Manuel Ochoa, who hit Telesfor with the outlook In Denver, and hopes
became a mere wreck of her former
liVli- -.
self. Then she tried Electric Bitters,
Valencia in the head with a rocn to open his new theater here the first
some three weeks ago and nearly end- of next season.
which helped her at once, and finally
EASTBOUND.
ed his earthly career, had a prelim2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55 made her entirely well. She Is now
No.
strong and heaithv." A,l drugelsts sell
inary hearing last Wednesday, says
See the window display of the Rio a. m.; departs 8:30 a. m.
the Hillsboro Advocate. Ochoa was Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives anil guarantee them, at 50 cents a bot
discharged, it being shown that Valen- store, then ask for those $3.60 walk- 11:59 Tuesdays and Fridays; departs tle.
Some of the ing skirts
cia was the aggtessor.
--':
a. m., Wednesdays and
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
evidence brought out dnrlng the hear401 West
Railroad avenue. Dell
IVES, Ti-FLORIST.
ing was highly colored and would not
phone black 265 2. All home cooking.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
look well In print.
Westbound.
Fresh goods every day.
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
A
Can You Eat?
7:30 p. m.; departs 8:15 p. m.
J. R. Taylor, a prominent merchant
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
"I could
10:40 a. m Mondays and Thursdays; of Chriesman, Texas, says:
departs 10:50 a. m., Mondays and not eat because of a weak stomach. I
lost all strength and ran down In
Thursdays.
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Mall, ar- weight. All that money could do was
rives 10:30 p. m departs 11:10 p. m. done, but all hope of recovery vanHearing of some wonderful
ished.
An Fasy Way from Standpoint of Convenience-Guarant- eed
cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
''
Southbound.
V'1 ANON INlUAItHKT
I concluded to try it.
The first
No. 27. depa ts 11:30 p. in., connects Cure,
Co.
by J.
nie, and after taking
benefitted
bottle
with eastern trains.
,
my usbottles, I am
belching of
No. 7 carries through chair, stand fourstrength, wealthrestored to
I'titil a combination of unusual rem- after eating, headax-heand health." Ko-- j
ual
dies, heretofore but littlo known in gases, sour taste iu the mouth, dizzi- ard and tourist sleeping cars for San dol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
ness, heart burn, specks before the I r.tncisco.
cures. Sold by all druggists.
this counuy, was made in
eyes, furred tongue, sleeplessness,
No. 22, arrives from south 7:30 a.m., eat and
,
tablets, no certain cure for Indigestion
debility, or weakness, it connecting with No. 2, east bound.
Attacked by a Mob.
had been fount!, and it is therefore shows that the stomach needs to be
All trains dally except No. 3 and 4 and beaten, in a labor riot, until covbardiy to be wondered at that J. H. strengthened with
No. 1 carries through chair, stand ered with sores, a Chicago street car
O ltieily & Co., who have the AlbuJust one little tablet out of a fifty-cen- t aid ami tourist sleeping cars to Los conductor applied Bucklen's Arnica
querque agency lor
box before meals for a few days, Angeles.
are
Salve, and was soon sound and well,
selling large quautlth-s- .
and you will toon regain perfect
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
i use It in my family." writes O. J.
is a guaranteed cure
for health and strength. Ask J. If. O'Rielly
Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich., "and find
all diseases of the stomach excepting & Co. to show you the guarantee unCheapest disinfectant Is Hahn's Eu- It perfect" Simply (Treat for cuts and
cancer, if you have pains or distress der which they sell this remedy.
reka lime. Safe and effective.
burns. Only 25 cents at all druggists.
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STOMACH

2, 1906.

SOME THINGS

CZAR, AFTER PEACE, FEELS BRAVE,
AND

EVENING CITIZEN

Regain Health
A sure, rapid Recovery from disease increased
Strength and healthy Appetite result from

the use of

pHEUSER-BUScz-

v,

c4

TRADE MARK.

This Perfect tonic builds Flesh and makes Rich
Red Blood It is a Fredigested food acceptable
to the weakest stomach.
At all druggists and grocers.
Prepared by

j

Anheuscr-ttusc- h

St. Louis.

Brewing Ass'n
L'. S. A.

ALBUQUERQUE
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CATARRH
A

McKINLEY COUNTY

POLITICAL REVOLTS

IS FOR

EVENING CITIZEN

JOINTURE

....

N. PEACH

&

CO.

HEAL ESTATE DEALERS

UNIVERSAL DISEASE

KEEP HIM DODGING

PAGE SEVEN,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Automatic "phone, 535. Office, 208V4
Iast week the Iternallllo Joint State-- j
com in
P""
.. VarT"
hood
ii..r7,,..
ana
a
in
niei
,Me
ti..
v:
West Cold Avenue.
.,
'""i, iut doet 1101 Slop lucre. 1 no
. w7.; . v. .: .,
mucous membrane, all become inflamcl
riV.r
theT. auspices ofM. league. Gov-- 1 ,n,i
...
H
THIRD STREET
I
riimr lowerg or Mane ma u a moat . i.ii.ovttl.1 .....111L11V.
IS A BUSY MAN THESE
OF AUSTRIA-HUNGARTHE
.4' ..
telling addresg on the statehood ques- - tributcd to nil parts of the bo1v. The
DAYS.
r,"lrf,e f 1,19 rp" Pt'et i" thei continually tiawtin
H'Jll
JiK. .
V
.
imiiuuit'U null JUI111 and epittinji. the nose is storred ur.
statehood was the only branch of
the ears have a ringing or buzzing noise,
that New Mexico and Ari- the throat becomes sore, anil as the un- All Kindt ef Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
zona can get from the coming con- healthy matter more thoroughly satugress. He gave many very good rea- rates the bltxxl a general feeling of desEMIS KLEINWORT,
sons why the two territories should pondency takes possession of the system. Masonic NulUIng,
North Third Street.
have the Jointure, and for his many
AND
I had Catarrh for about fiftMm
kindly remarks on New Mexico he ana
no man could havti been worse. I
A.
B.
SLEYSTEft
was given hearty applause
by the tried evoryi hfrifr I could hoar of,
no
INSUHANCR,
many assembled to hear him speak on Rood ronulifd. I tlien beunn S.but
8. 8.,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
and
a
could
from
improvement
httln
the question so veiy important to all tlia first bottle. Km
PUBLIC.
alter tukinit it a
people within the territory.
Others ahort
cured. This waa six Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
years
1
Bito.nnd
am
aa
any
today
as
well
addressed the people along the same man. I thi.ik C
Automatic Telephone, 174.
rh Is a blood dislines as did Governor Powers, and! ease, and knowthr.-r-itai is
nothing on M
lelt.er for ilm i.i..r..i i.n. a a n earth
were well received. After the ad- body
thinks more
than I dr.
dresses the league met and appointed
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
Lapeer, Mich. oi S. S.M.8. MAfdON.
committees to take hold of the busi
Local
0
applications cannot cure Catarrh,
ness in hand and further the cause
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
becaii'Je tin y do not ro.icU the seat of the
from now until congress meets.
Tiicy
trouble.
alliy the inflammation
McKinley county was repiesented
113
W. Railroad Avenue.
at the meeting, but no committee was and temporarily relieve the disease, but
soon
as
as
x
they
0
are
Oil
re.
left
trouble
the
appointed
to
look
county's
this
after
I
Ml
1
.
interest in the matter, as it was the turns. The only ay to cure Catarrh is
PIONEER BAKERY
opinion of those present from Gallup lo treat it through llie blood. S. S. S. soon
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
nil
clearsthebloodof
an.'
matter
Catarrhal
taat it would be better for the county
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
&
to name its own committee. Just how purges it of all irriiating poisons, checks
The Pioneer Machinery House tf the West
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
progress
of
further
comthe
and
trouble
this will be done is not stated. It has
We
patronage
guardesire
curea
pletely
we
S.
disease.
the
S.
S.
and
keep
been suggested that a meeting of the
Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and Smelter Supthe blood 111 i n. antee first class baking.
people of the county be called and two
plies, Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, 8aw
fectordcrsothat 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
men chosen at this meeting.
In
Mills,
it can climinatf
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinists'
speaking with some of the people of
Tools and Supplies. Western agents fer The American Radiator Co. 0
tromllie systcc;
Vi
Gallup
aS'N
who
are
movein
interested
the
c
.
.
H 4X
Special
Catalogues
on
Application.
,i3
ment, the editor was told that the ViX
oMa
,
.wwv
iCb
that will pro- PAINTS,. OILS, . VARNISHES. AND
S
,
V "
OWN
0
plan to hold a meeting was consid- PURELY VEGETABLE,
duce Catanh
BRUSHES
favorably
by
ered
now
I62M639 Seventeenth Street, DENVER, COLORADO
is
them.
It
equal-Nothing
V s
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
but a short time before congress this great vegetable remedy in the cure
meets, and If it is the intention of of this disease. Write for our book and One gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
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bank, has gone to California to enjoy point, and It Is not believed she can
a month s outing.
Before returning be saved. The cargo Is being dishe will make a trip to the Portland ex- charged on lighters.
position.
Wichita Purs Food Show.
W. C. Leonard, of Los Angeles, Cal.,
Kan., Oct. 2. The greatWichita,
a former merchant of this city, lett
food show ever held under
Hose,
last night for the coast, after spend est lure
ing a week In Albuquerque renewing the auspices of the Wichita Wholeassociation,
Grocers'
Retail
Boilers,
sale
and
Belting,
with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
his acquaintances.
was opened here today In a building
paint over your wood work where
Waldo E. Brysou, who has been specially built for the purpose. The
Supplies. Write for Prices
needed. You will find It most satholding
iHjsition
a
cleiical
with
the
was highly satisfactory.
attendance
isfactory, Inasmuch as It will make
Crystal Ice company, will leave this Tho exhibition will last two weeks.
clean things look cleaner, and,
evening for Columbus, Ohio, to re
what is more, make them stay so.
side.
INDICTED OFFICIALS
We also have a large stock of lumMrs. Alice Champlin and son, Rob
WANT TRIAL AT ONCE
ber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
ert, of McPherson, Kan., are In the
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
Wis., Oct. 2. The thir
Milwaukee,
city, guests of Mrs. S. Pickard. The
against whom
indicted
s
v r t mi rv ns.r v i Lw. -i
Champlius are returning home from are hanging 172 officials
Indictments returned
the Portland exposition.
by the last grand Jury, appeared be113-- 1 J5 - U7 South Fir
3
North FJnt Sir-r-t
Street J
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO,
The Water Supply company has re fore Judge Brazee In the municipal
moved Its offices from the building oe court today, and made pleas of not
First Street and Marquette
cupied by the Morning Journal, to the guilty In nearly every case. Several
rooms adjoining the office of the J. M. of the defendants demanded ImmediMoore Realty company on Gold ave- ate trial.
nue.
Al. Thelin, the well known Railroad
MERCHANT TAILORING
avenue barber, will leave tonight for
TO SMOKE
Kansas City, Mo., where he will visit
THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
poor cigars when good ones are
his children and take In the feast of UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
Lunch
only
Order
Short
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
AVENUE, O. BAM SThe
RAILROAD
obtainable at the same price is
the Priests of Pallas. He will be ab
in thtCity. Fine Coffee
THOUGHTS OF XMAS. BY NOVBINI, PROPRIETOR.
a crime. At every price from 5
sent several weeks.
,
.
EMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
t 1 Soecialtv.
n
j i CIGARS
up
cents
aecono
a.
ai.
iio
,Mrs. M. C. Turner, wife of one of AWORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
j;
My merchant tailoring shop Is up- j
can be purchased here. This
0
lbuquerque's well known mail carriers, stairs over
HARD TO HANDLE.
IT IS TO
No. 209 West Railroad aveetock is made up of goods that
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
returned to the city last night from nue, where I solicit the patronage of
will certainly please. There's
MONEY
IS
WITH
Denver,
THERE
MONTH
THIS
where
visited
relatives
THAT
she
WE
0
the public. All work guaranteed first-classomething for every man acreports
having
lady
MAKE THE FOLLOWING
friends.
and
The
OFFER:
as I have had fifteen years' ex- In taking subscribtlons to The Four
cording
to his taste Imported,
1 TO NOVEMBER
a
FROM
OCTOBER
had
fine
metropolis
of
to
visit
the
perience In the business. Suits made Track News, the great illustrated
Q
Key West and Domestic Cigars
ANNOUNCEMENT
1 WE WILL GIVE
j
edu-ONE 11x14 ENthe Centennial stpe.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and monthly magazine of travel and
of excellent quality.
LARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
Charles Thatcher, who sells The repaired. The specific I use will not cation. A quick seller. Very liberal
Try the High Life and Little
,
'
want-DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT-INUCitizen and other big papers along the Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments terms. Large profits. Agents
They're low
cigar.
Sultana
Dan-.
Tex-icocut-off
i
CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
H.
Helen
route from Belen to
good.
also cleaned and walking skirts made ed everywhere. White George
they're
priced,
but
Forty-seconIT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
Is in the city and called at this to order. Give me a trial.
iels, Publisher, 7 East
AN
AFFORDS
EXCELLENT
office. He has a "iony route," and
street, New York, for full particulars.
O. BAMBINI.
M fllimRflPP TwoBigStores
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
he says he is making some money. He
107 South Seina St.
" uuounuui 1 ,
IIS Wt$t Ra'lroad Ave.
XMAS GIFT AT VERY
LITTLE
will return to Belen tonight.
Whitewash your chicken house with
Don't wait for an explosion cook
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKHahn's Eureka white lime.
Mrs. M. H. Dice, of Saltillo. Coa- - with gas the humane way.
ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.
huila, Mexico, arrived in Albuquerque
yesterday and is the guest of her sis
ter, Mrs. Walter J. Davis. Mrs. Dice
will leave for Las Vegas tomorrow
morning to visit her parents for two
or three weeks, after which she will
return to her home in Mexico, where
WM. M'INTOSH.
Proprietors
CHAS. F. MYERS.
her husband "Mart" Dice, as ho Is fa
When bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We invite
Our Women's Bnndau Slippers are
you to
and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also
the daintiest and most comfortable
shoe for house wear. They are made
WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, ETC.
of soft kid, with light,
Mall orders receive special attention.
soles, and have no heels. Either black
or red. Only $1.'J5 a pair at C. May's
RAILROAD AVENUE.
LEADING JEWELER
Shoe Store, 311 Wist Railroad avenue.
To get your Stove Wo: k done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Tacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Dase
Rurners; Mountain Oak and Gr at Western Heaters. The most com1
plete lino In the city,
stroke. We carry many
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
AT LOWEST PRICES.
Wissj
Try
styles
from.
a
select
to
and
sizes
different
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"Costly thy Apparel as
thy Purse Will B ear
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SIMON. STERN

F.

r.

TROTTER

PLUMBING

f The Triumph of the Piano Maker

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

GENUINE

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed
Our Sample Rooms

THIS WIIITSON MUSIC

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Finish oft Fail
House Cleaning

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

Steam Pumps,

Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

i

401-40-
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B. J.

DIAMO N D S

C--

hand-turne-

I

HOT IiLAST HEATERS.

QUICK
QUICK

OO.

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

EVERITT
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HARDWARE

WIIOLKSALK

Jl

POST

&
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MEAL RANGES.

MIA4.

QUICK MEAL.

Ootlhiiinig'

1

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

f7

Bllql

v
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The largest stock to select from ever shown
in the city.
$3.00 to $6.50
Nobby Blouse Suits,
2.50 to 5.50
Durable School Suits,
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.
122 South
Second Street

Ty?.
yunivn

UUICK

MlkL

Agents for
Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Huggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
Winchester

119 West
Gold Avenue

V.

WUtCK

MIAi.

No. 215 West Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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